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ABSTRACT
Whether a traveller, when his journey is done, returns
to his starting place depends largely on why he embarks on
his journey. In the study of the routes of the travellers
in Hsi Yu Chi, ChingHua Yuan, Gull fiver's Travels and
Huckleberry Finn, such a consideration is of utmost importance.
The Chinese travellers happily reintegrate with their start-
ing places once their goals or destinations, efte weLL--defined
are reached, while their Western counterparts whe journey to
move away from rather than towar s m e thing, contints with
their wandering, either physically or spinitually, to
visible end.
Travellers of such different motivations and fate re-
flect a similar divergence in the two cultures from which'
they emerge. The travellers in the two Chinese novels retniad
one of the career outlook of many real and imaginary Chinese
scholar-officials, who regard as an ideal the dual achievement
in serving the public (hs ien and cultivating oneself until
one is indifferent to fame and wealth (vin). in setting out
on their Journeys, as I will show, the travellers demonstrate
an effort towards hsien, which is followed by return, a
phase that corresponds to yin. When the Journeys are
completed with the reinstation of the travellers to their
starting places, the travellers in effect come to possess
both hsien and yin. The Western travellers echo the picaro
on the one hand, and the American frontiersman on the other,
both of whom share a common concern to defend the indivi-
dual from the encroachment of the anonymous social forces.
Gulliver's Travels and Huckleberry Finn are stories about
two such travellers who prefer withdrawing from society to
being polluted but it. To travellers with such an anti-
social stance, return to the society they origiani +_y depart
from is close to unimaginable.
The ultimate cause for the dig: ergence between the Chinese
and Western travellers in literature is to be found in the
conception of self, or more precisely, the interrelationship
between self and society. There is a g neral inclination
in the thinking of major Chinese philosophers towards the
merging of the individual and society without in any way
betraying one's self. Should there be any conflict between
the two, the disciplining of the self is called for. The
journeys in the two Chinese novels serve as an educational
process, by which the arrogance and egotism of the travellers
is purged. In the end, they are able to return felicitously
to the society they once renounced. The Judaic and Chris-
tian traditions, on the contrary, consider the self to be
inviolable. The conflict between the individual and society
is resolved by seeking changes in the latter any compromise
on the part of the self is a betrayal of its sanctity. How-
ever, society as it is, the attempt to change it is often
frustrated and the individual is left with no choice but to
disassociate himself from society. The journeys in Gulliver's
Travels and Huckleberry Finn convince their protagonists of
the ubiquity of evil. and the incorrigibility of society.
The refusal to reconcile themselves with society is pathetic
in one traveller and heroic in the other.
Chapter I
Journeys have never stopped stimulating the imagination
of human beings throughout history. The escape a journey pro¬
vides for the social misfit, the exotic experiences one may
encounter on the road, and the spiritual wisdom and material
prosperity one may bring back have lured thousands and thou¬
sands of travellers away from comfortable homes to foreign
lands. It is the setting that allows what is impossible at
home to be possible on the road, and the challenges of new
experiences that teach the traveller what he miqht never
hope to learn otherwise.
In literature, the journey motif is a convenient
means by which an author introduces his inexperienced,
uninitiated and protected character to life. It is as if a
shield were removed from the character once he undertakes
a journey and is forced by circumstances to deal responsibly
with reality, the result being a keener awareness of himself
and of the world outside. In addition to the resultant
change in character, our attention is also drawn to the
change of scene. Pilgrimage literature is a good example
here. Written in the Middle Ages with the intention of
giving practical guides to later pilgrims, these literatures
emphasize the sightseeing spots on the pilgrimage route more
than the spiritual change, that takes place in the mind of the
pilgrims. Later variations of this kind of travel litera¬
ture bear this point out. Our interest is not only engaged
by Gulliver's increasing misanthropism, but we are also be¬
witched by the stranger and stranger things he sees on his
different voyages. In Chinese travel literature, of which
Ching Hua Yuan is a typical example, the interest
of the reader is also predominantly maintained by the con¬
trast of Chinese customs with those T'ang Ao sees in
different countries. We can safely assume that our focus in
reading travel literature is divided between tne travel 1er
anc the experiences he encounters.
This thesis pr oposes to examine in detail theef feet
the tr avel 1 ing exper ience s have on the trave11er and hcv; thc
latter, now a changed person, inte rac ts w11h his star11ng
place in four novels: Hs1 Yu Chi
Ching Hue Yuan.
Gulliver's Travels, and Huckleberry Finn. The manor part of
this thesis will be predominantly about return, that part
of a journey which begins from: the destmation and ends at
the arrival of the starting place. To risk stating the
obvious, to take a journey, one has to leave from a starting
place, embark on a trip to reach a destination, and then
return to the starting place. However, in literature as
well as in reality, many journeys do not follow such a neat
pattern. Many travel for the sake of it, and just as many
travel because they want to escape from something. For
these people, their journeys do not necessarily have
destinations. The archetypical Wandering Jew is such an
example. Two of the four books to be studied here belong to
the destmationless type. Undaunted by his misfortunes,
Gulliver takes one trip after another, so that it is impossi¬
ble to say where his destination is. As for Buck Finn, to
quote Wordsworth out of context, he can be described as
more like a man
Flying from something that he dreads than one
who sought the thing he loved A
His route is unpredictable and is made up of ad hoc dec:,-
sions. The destination of his journey is so elusive that it
1 eads Fu Snu-hsi en--- to intimate that, for I!uck, t.ne
sourney is the destination.journey
Yet there are those who conscicusly of unconscatously
regard a journey as an educational process. The Chinese-
saving Read ten thousand volumes of books, walk ten thou¬
sand li of roac underscoree the
equal importance of intellectual learning and practical.
experience. And history has sung praises of much-envied
figures such as Ssu-ma Chi'en and Li Po t o
say nothing of the vocational travellers such as Hsu Henc-tsu
and Liu E who can boast of as much scholar¬
ship as travelling. Although the journeys taken by Wu-k1ung
and Centiflora are not meant to supplement
their scholastic efforts (Wu K'ung, for one, does not appear
to be very educated), their journeys are as adventurous as
educational. Both of them are put in a position where their
journeys are imposed on them as a punishment or an act of
redemption. Being more than a symbolic act, as it is in the
pilgrimage in the West, the journeys undertaken by Wu K'ung
and Centiflora provide them with experiences which eliminate
the arrogance and ambitions which get them into trouble in
the first place. Hence, their destination is well-defined,
the reaching of which coincides with a fundamental chance
in the personality of the travellers. It is with such new
personalities that they return to the starting p1 ace. 11
must be emphasized that the change is not sudden; rather, we
can trace a gradual improvement in the personaty thr0ugncat
the j our ney where the character learns more arcot nimxict are
the world. Precisely because of this, the jourey,espexcill
lv its hardships, is so valuable and indispensable.
If a destination is not necessarily present in a journey,
there is at least a goal, an intention which qetting on he
the road can help realize. Most of the time, the coal is
reached at the arrival of the destination, after, which the
traveller can return, claiming success. Wu H'unc accomplishes
the difficult, task of the quest for scripture as well as that
of earning himself the reinstatement to divine rank at the ar¬
rival at the Western Heaven c. For Centiflora, it is simi¬
lar. The destination for her is the world of Red Dust- V
Being there also enables her to realize her hope of sharing
the glamour of the Jade Tablet However, the goals of
some other journeys are not the same as the destinations. In
fact. Buck's goal can only be realized if he remains forever
on the road. The moment that he stops at a destination he
stagnates and gets enveloped by the advancement of European
civilization coming from the East Coast.
We are now faced with two kinds of journeys, with the
presence or absence of returning to the starting place as
the differentiating factor. This point can further be refined
by noting that among some travellers--Huck Finn and Gulliver,
for example--journeys tend to be endless and can only be
br ough t to a stcp v.7 i th tragic results. Going home means
moral imprisonmetn for Huck and aubjecting himscit to the
intoleratle company of inferior animals for Gu11ver. G.•:
Chinese travellers, on the other hand, morce very reaci1y
with the starting place again. The sense of being shackled
is here replaced by the elevating feeling of being reunited
with a larger totality.
Although, as we have just shown, some travellers do net
return, or return with difficulties, to the starting place,
I will still talk about "return" in this study. In doing so,
I do not mean to ignore the obvious absence of this part of
the journev in Gulliver's Travels and Huckleberry Finn, but
to show, by examining the probability of their return, how
they fail to do so or choose not to do so. Obviously, Pluck
Finn as well as Gulliver have entertained and weighed the
notion of returning in their minds before one rejects it
outright and the other accepts its inevitability grudgingly.
Return as a physical reality may not be accomplished in the
two books, but it certainly must occupy a prominent position
in the consciousness of the travellers and the author—if not
as an indispensable ending to the journey, at least as an
option to be considered.
Before proceeding any further with this study, I would
like to point out its limited scope. Needless to say, any
one of the tour books under consideration demands a fuller
treatment than what can be given here. Tc put the to more books
together, I can on1y justify the attempt by narowinc the
scope to one common point shared by these four books to the
exclusion of many richer and perhaps more mterestma aspects.
I will, for example, treat only in a cursory manner the power¬
ful satire in Gulliver's Travels, bypass the peculiar use of
language in Huckleberry Finn, mention only in footnotes the
Buddhist elements in Hsi Yu Chi, and simply omit any dis-
cussion of the literary games that make up the second part of
Ching Hua Yuan--each of which deserves an in-depth study in
its own right. The most lamentable omission results from the
inevitable selection of the major traveller in the novel as
representative over other minor ones. The story of Wu FT una
is taken to be representative of other pilgrims; and, although
he has a story of his own to tell, Jim is treated insofar as
his travelling can help us understand Buck's. Despite all
these arbitrary cuts, I still find more material than I can
adequately deal with.
In the rest of this chapter, I will briefly summarize
the travels of the major travellers to illustrate the pre¬
liminary statements about the Chinese travellers and the
Western travellers that I have made in the previous few para¬
graphs. Some of these points will be brought up again--aIong
with some other new considerations--m Chapters 2 and 3, when
1 attempt to explain the differences between the travellers
in China and in the West by looking into the literary and
cultural forces that are at Play in the conception of travel
in literature. The last chapter can be recorded as an ex ten-
sion of the preceding two. I will take another step in ex¬
ploring the concept of self and its relationship with tne
larger realms of existence, be it the complex society or the
simplest kind of interpersonal relationship, to show that tne
traveller and his return in literature reflects precisely a
parallel conception of self held by China and the West.
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Gulliver's Travels is made up of four ma]or journeys, in
which Voyage III is actually composed of many short excur¬
sions into the subordinate states of the country of Laputa
and other countries. Taken in isolation, each journey is
very complete, composed of the primary model of starting
place-destination-star ting place. Gulliver is always left
alone In strange lands where he encounters stranger events.
And at the end, when his life is threatened, he finds means
to escape and arrive at home safely each time. However, the
very structure of the novel, coupled with its unmistakable
irony, casts doubt on the nature of his return.
To begin with, Gulliver is a well-trained seaman. He
has undergone the best education his age can 'provide. We-
ar e told that he has taken a few trips before the story
begins4which, vhi1e fai1ing to make him a confirmed sailer,
refine his seamanship. At first, his wish- is to not go out
to sea any more. In the first pace of the first chapter of
Qui liver's Travels, Gulliver informs the reader of his
future plans:
When I came back [from several minor trips], I
resolved to settle in London, to which Mr. Bates,
my Master, encouraged me, and by him I was re¬
commended to several Patients. I took Part of a
small House in the Old Jury; and being advised
to alter my Condition, I married Mrs. Mary Bur ton,
Second Daughter to Mr. Edmund Burton Hosier in
Newgate-street, with whom I received four Hundred
Pounds for a Portion.
(p. 17)4
Gulliver, the intellectually unimaginative and the materi-
alistically endowed, thus makes plans to settle for a com-
fortable and prosperous life among the middle class. His
subsequent journey to the sea is forced upon him.
The last of these voyages not proving very for-
tunate, I grew weary of the sea, and intended to
stay at home with my Wife and Family. I removed
from the Old Jury to Fetter-Lane, and from thence
to Wapping hoping to get Business among the
Sailors; but it would not turn to account. After
three years Expectations that things would mend, I
accepted an advantageous Offer from Captain William
Prichard....
(p. 18)
The voyage to Lilliput is undertaken for economic reasons.
Were ne better off, Gulliver would opt for a less wandering
life.
With each successive trip, however, Gulliver becomes
less and less clear in his motivation. There seers to be a
chance inside Gulliver which rel ega res economic considera¬
tions to second place. In the Voyage tc Brcbdingnag,
we are given no more than the brief and somewhat vacue rea-
son that Gulliver is condemned by Nature and Fortune to an
active and restless life, which makes him sail to sea acain
two months after his return. While the first trip tc Lilli¬
put is determined purely by lack of Fortune, in the second
voyage the factor Nature creeps in and becomes more and
more prominent in the following voyage. One is ail the mere
surprised—bearing in mind that Gulliver originally gets
weary of the sea and intends to stay7 at home--to find that
in the Voyage to Laputa, he begins to talk of the Thirst
I had of seeing the World, notwithstanding my past Misfor¬
tune which continue[a] as violent as ever. The yearning
for adventure precedes the lack of Fortune in the third
voyage, while moth reasons escape Gulliver's mention alto¬
gether in the fourth voyage. Reminiscing about his experi¬
ence in the land of Hcuyhnhnms, Gulliver suffers the reader
to be satisfied with only a note of regret:
I continued at home with mv Wife and Children
about Five Months in a very happy Condition,
if I could have learned the Lesson of knowing
when I was well.
(P. 19 9)
The reason for leaving home is left unsaid, and we are led to
conclude that Gulliver is propelled, despite himself, to live
the life of a sojourner.
What is he propelled by? The violent attraction the-
strange lands have for Gulliver becomes all the more para-
gox i ca 1. f r om another ang 1 e--the dangers of se a voy age s of
wh1ch he is fu11y aware. S. H. Monk has pointea out thac
Gulliver's misfortunes are incr easinqlv caused bv numan
faults: he is cast upon the shore of Liliiput by an
unfortunate wind which totally wrecks the ship; he is
then deserted by his coward1y shipmates and left on his
own to deal with the monstrously gigantic Brobeingnags; in
the voyage to Laputa, he is forced to leave the boat by his
very Brother Christian, who maliciously intends to starve
him; and in the last voyage, the mutinous crew simply turn
him out to set him on shore, which happens--as Gulliver later
firmly believes--to be inhabited by the worst type of human
beings. Needless to say, all these ordeals should have
warned Gulliver of the dangers of sea voyages and should
have made him avoid the sea at all costs; but we would not
be too surprised to find that at the same time they open
Gulliver's eyes to the unreliability of human nature and
make him escape from human society. In contrast, what he
sees on his voyages is so much better. The Brobdingnags!
enlightened attitude appears a thousand-fold better than that
of the English; even the pagan Japanese captain who intimates
that Gulliver should not die is much better than the Dutch
pirates who suggest that Gulliver should be tyed Back to
B ac k a nc t hro wn into the Sea.
Gu 111ver: himsel f attests to the evil ph enoner.a in h i s
socifcch the mouths of the people he encounters.
Pass a g e s s in.' the folio w ing o n e are n c t h a r d to f i n d:
H e 11 h e K i. r o b d i n c n a q 3 v, a s o e r f e c 11•
a s t o n i s h e c w i historical A c c o u n t 1 c av e
him of our Affai,~ the last century,
d rotes 11 n c i t w a s o 11....~ of Ccnsri ra c i e s,
Rebellions, Murders, Ma s_ lutions,
Banishments, the very worst Li. --'r-c. f
Faction, Hypocricy, Perfiaiousr. ess,
R a ge, Madness, Hatred, En vy, Lust, Ka 1ic e, or
Anbitio n c an preduce.
f a r- a r, v-
At this point, however, Gulliver is quoting the King of
Brobdinqnaa oniv in order to refute him ana to show how
benighted a person can be without exposure to the European
civilization. One soon finds him expressing the same kind
of sentiments at the last vovace. Gulliver, it is now
clear, commits his life to endless travelling in search of
an alternative setting for human life.
Utopia is not easy to find. In fact, two of the four
voyages that Gulliver takes bring him to places which reveal
the imperfectability of human society by their absurd resem­
blance to England. Only the government of Brobdingnag, with 
the King's kindness and rationality, is close to the ideal 
of enlightened government. Free from the corruption of 
favouritism and power politics, the government represents a 
balanced combination of efficiency and humanity. Two points, 
war and law, in particular reveal to us the King's political 
philosophy. When Gulliver suggests--hoping "to ingratiate 
himself farther into the King's favour "--the extreme of fee- 
tiveness of firearms in European warfare, i t arouses one c~ 
the f rankest expressions of indignation f r cm the K me:
The King was struck with horror at toe Description 
I had given of those terrible Demines, end tnc 
Proposal I had made. He was amazed r:cw so impo­
tent and groveling an Insect as I (tnese were h: s 
Expressions) couId enter ta in such inhur.an Idea s , 
ana m  so familiar a manner as to appear wool Iv 
unmoved at all by the Scenes of Blood ana Desola­
tion, which I had painted as tne Common Effects of 
those destructive Machines, whereof me saio, sore 
evil Geni us, Enemy to Mankind, must have been tne 
first Contriver. As for himself, he protested, 
that although few Things del i cb ted h j m. so much as 
new Discoveries in Art or in Nature, yet he wool a 
rather lose half his Kingdom than be privv to scon 
a Secret, which he commanded me, as I value my Life, 
never to mention any more.
/ ^ '‘ a;
On the subject of the law, the King is less means-., 
but his curiosity indicates to no less extent tnaL 
the legal system of England extremely tin• as i^.
fair. It has also become the t^ of e citation in the 
hands of a few spec ial ly ■ t r a  ^ lawyers. In contrast, law
in Brobdingnag is nevm meant to be mysterious or intriguinc; 
it is rather very much determined by common sense and reason,
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which makes it accessible to even the most uneducated citi­
zen. Instead of the litigation to which Gulliver is ac­
customed, the King encourages only practices which even­
tually will be more beneficial to the society as a whole:
Whoever could make two Ears of Corn or two 
Blades of Grass to grow upon a spot of Ground 
where only one grew before, would deserve bet­
ter of Mankind, and do more essential Service 
to his .Country than the whole Race of Politicians.
(p. 122)
The Kino of Brobdingnag is at extreme variance with any 
European sovereign whom Gulliver has encountered and now 
praises. Despite his lack of imaginatio. , Gulliver is not 
totally blind to the superiority of the country of Brob­
dingnag . Tne King, in particular, impresses him very much 
by his countenance and Knowledge. But, as a self-stv 1ed 
ambassador, Gulliver feels bound--al be i t unbekncv.uo tc him­
self--to defend the system! at home. The result: a revel a-
tive account which allows the reader to see the wcrkinc of 
an arrogant yet insecure mind. On the one hand, Gulliver 
describes the King as "A Prince cf excellent L'nderstandinc " 
and his mind the "Master of... excel lent Qualities;'1 on the 
other, he immediately contradicts himself by saying that 
the King was
“unacquainted with the Manners and Customs that most 
prevail in other Nations: the want of which Know­
ledge will ever produce many Prejudices, and a cer­
tain Narrowness of Thinkinq, from which we and the 
politer Countries of Europe are wholly exempted “
' (p. 120)
Gulliver's insecurity is further shown by the fact that he
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deliberately paints a much fairer picture of Europe in his
conversations with the King, which he interprets as an act
of patriotism.
Yet thus much I may be allowed to say in my own
Vindication that I artfully eluded many of his
Questions, and gave to every Point a more favour¬
able turn by many Degrees than the strictness of
Truth would allow. For, I have always borne that
laudable Partiality to my own Country, which
Dionysius Halicarnassensis with so much Justice
recommends to an Historian. I would hide the
Frailties and Deformities of my Political Mother,
and place her Virtues and Beauties in the most
advantaaeous Liaht.
(p.J 20)
The voyage to Brobdingnag is only useful finsofnr as in puit
Gulliver on the defensive for the first time.J In or he r
aspects, Gulliver remains fundamentally as he has always
been--obtuse and complacent.
It is the structural irony of the book that in the
Voyage to the Country of Houyhnhnms--tne land of a species
of unfeeling but extremely rational horses--Gul1iver is
inspired to unqualified veneration of the host. That the
Houyhnhnms are intellectually sophisticated but emotionally
destitute is a point beyond dispute. And the imbalance of
intelligence and feeling awaits the application of the
literal-minded convert in Gulliver to assume its monstrous
manifestations. Gulliver very literally sees the dif¬
ference between the Houyhnhnms and Yahoos as that between
horses and human beings, and therefore, it follows logically
that he despises humankind for the baseness of the Yahoos.
In choosing the Houyhnhnms as the object of adoration while
bypassing the Brobdingnags as a nation unacquainted with
the Manners and Customs of other countries, Gulliver is,
to modify a Chinese saying, preferring the fish-eyes to
the pearls.
This unwise choice can partly be explained by the order
of adventures,,which coincides with the structure of the
book. The journey to the Country of the Houyhnhnms follows
immediately the Voyage to Laputa, which distinguishes it¬
self as a satire on the misuse of science and reason. The
portrayal of preoccupied husbands who do not see the in¬
fidelity of their wives, even when the cuckoldry is carried
out in the most blatant fashion, remains a biting carica¬
ture of absent-minded scientists. And the various kinds of
vain experiments, leading to vainer outcomes in the Academy,
cannot but be noticed by Gulliver, who presently supplies
other equally ridiculous projects done by the scientists at
home. Until then, the charge that human beings are i.
rational makes little sense to him. After the Voyage to
Laputa, he has all reasons to question the value of so-called
theoretical knowledge. The pragmatism of the Houyhnhnms is
so appealing because it comes at a timely point in his life.
Their impersonal rationality is a cooling breeze after the
hubbub of the scientists' fanaticism.
If the Houyhnhnms represent the height of rationality,
the Yahoos make for easy identification with human beings.
The Yahoos strike Gulliver as dirty and lascivious, and
Gulliver does not spare the readers a detailed description.
Even before this voyage, we have seen how the trend of
scatological description develops. Through the Travels,
Gulliver is often associated with the sexuo-excretional
theme. It begins from the very first voyage when, in cap¬
tivity, Gulliver creates a sensation am,one the Lilliputians
by the amount of water he makes. The soldiers, by the order
of the Lilliputian kinq, march throuah the arch made by Gui-
liver's legs and whisper to each other in great amazement
and amusement when they divine the size of Gulliver's man¬
hood through the threadbare pants. Then, Gulliver relates
with delight how he saves the palace from: destruction by
fire by playing the role of a fireman, using a very natural
source of water-supply. Sexual dalliance with people of the
host country never stops. In Lilliput, there is the rumour
that a particular court lady shows unusual pleasure in trie
company of Gulliver, who is frequently favoured with private
and personal attention. Moving from rumours to confessed
facts, Gulliver recalls in Brobdinqnag that
the Handsomest among these Maids of Honour, a
pleasant frolicksome Girl of sixteen, would some¬
times set me astride upon one of her Nipples, with
many other Tricks, wherein the Reader will excuse
me for not being over particular.
(p. 107)
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Gulliver also finds himself at one time sunk to knee-depth in
cow dung after failing to jump over it. And then, the pro-
posal to the Academy in Laputa to investigate into the possi-
bilities of detecting political conspiracies by the colour of
the ministers' faeces.... The 'list is almost endless. The
recurrence of such incidents reflects a certain obsession in
Gulliver, which I think, in certain ways, justifies the cruse
psychoanalytical readings of thenovei. 9 In any case, it is
through these two themes--sex and excretion--that Gulliver
finally acknowledges the close ties between him and the
Yahoos.
First of all, Gulliver is proud of his original way of
putting out the fire in the palace of Lil l iput. He realizes
that he has offended the royalties but congratulates himself
for having done "a very eminent piece of service". Gulliver,
therefore, must find very shocking familiarity in the way the
Yahoos use their excrement. When he first happens upon them,
he unknowingly provokes their anger and is quickly surrounded
by them.
...a Herd of at least forty came flockinc about me
from the next of a Tree, and leaning my back against
it, kept them off, by waving my Hanger. Several of
this cursed Brood getting hold of the Branches be-
hind leapt up in the Tree, from whence they began
to discharge their Excrements on my Head....ad....
(p. 202)
Wlhat can be as ingenious as using one's excrement as a fire
extinguisher other than using it as a weapon? Very soon
after he lands in the country of the Houyhnhnms, we are
already reminded of the similar traits in this respect be¬
tween Gulliver and the Yahoos.
Another scene is the attempted rape by the female Yahoo
when Gulliver is bathing in the river. To be fair, although
Gulliver does not appear to be tired of dwelling on the sub¬
ject of sex, he seems to be morally upright. The hearsay
about the court lady and him is not proved one wav or the
other, and in ail likelihood, consider ing the disc: epa cov¬
in size, not much can be accomplished. As for the Maid or
Honour, Gulliver is more a victim tnan ar. acccm u 11ce.. An r
the c1s1ikes the whole rn noeu vre so much that hebecc GIrr-
dalclitch to keep him away from the amorous lady. Hovoever,
assaulted bv the female Yahoo, Gulliver is not so innocent.
To say the least, there is mutual attraction between him and
the female Yahoo. As he himself acknowledges afterwards,
her [the female Yahoo] Countenance did not make an Appear¬
ance altoaether so hideous as the rest of the kind.
Hence, Gulliver, who successfully resists all other
advances, only admits the sexual attraction of a female
Yahoo. The equation between him and the female beast is
ultimate, for Gulliver maintains
For now I could no longer deny, that I was a real
Yahoo, in every Limb and Feature, since the Females
had a natural Propensity to me as one of their own
Species....
(p. 241)
However, if one were to look at nothing but the two areas of
sex and excretion, very few human beings could distinguish
themselves from the brutes. Gulliver's shortsightedness
leads him to see how similar he is to the Yahoos and how
different he is from the Houyhnhnms without realizing that,
while he resembles a Yahoo only in physical shape, he is
probably more akin to the Houyhnhnms in other ways. It is,
for example, for his Houyhnhnmian intelligence that his mas¬
ter singles him out from the other Yahoos in the household.
For Gulliver, the whole trip to the Cour.t ry of the
Houyhnhnms is a visit into a Utopia. Everything works there.
? h e o r. 1 y p o s s i b 1 e c ause f or disturbs n c e- -1 h e Y a h o o s --is k e p t
under constant surveillance. That is why Gulliver looks
upon every action of the Houyhnhnms as an object of emula¬
tion for any hum,an being who makes claims to rationality.
The use of the finely interwoven dramatic irony, however,
allows the reader to see more than Gulliver cares to show.
Like so many Utopias, the' Country of Houyhnhnms is workable
simply because it disbands human emotion. S. H. Monk likens
the Houyhnhnms to the ascetics who in the face of a cesire,
however natural, do not try to satisfy it but suppress it.
They would cut the toes in order to fit into a pair of small
shoes. u I would argue further that even the ascetics
deserve more respect from .us for their victory over human
desires. The Houyhnhnms, on the other hand, are irrelevant
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to the human condition. They would not cut their toes, but
they would simply give up the shoes because they do not feel
the need for them. For the Houyhnhnms, who are born perfect,
the struggle between the animalistic and the rationalistic
inside each living human being is non-existent.
Because they are self-sufficient, they are unimagina-
tiv.e and arrogant.~ There is no way, for instance, that
Gulliver can convince them that he comes from a place beyond
the sea, where thousands and thousands of Yahoos reign over
the Houyhnhnms. Their life is given only to the present,
ana thoughts that are removed from the immediate context are
regarded as impractical fantasies. Positively, they can
calmly face the threat of death, but the placidness with
which they refer to someone who just died half a day age is
shockingly callous. We are, however, not supposed tc find
fault with them, as they are a different species from us--
neither sharing our psychological wants nor feeling guilty
for not sharing them.
It is nobody1s fault but Gulliver's to imagine that he
could rise above other human beings to become a Houyhnhnm,
thus revealing the arrogance implicit in his tirade against
the human race. The Dutch captain Pedro is brought into the
story to offer an exception to the generalizations about
human beings made by Gulliver. The earnest beseeching, not
to say tolerance and understanding of Gulliver's wife, cast
Gulliver's misanthropy in a regulating light. We are led to
see that in his criticism of mankind he has left himself
out--the person who, after all, should be the very object of
criticism. When Gulliver delivers his invective that
But when I behold a Lump of Deformity, and Diseases
both in Body and Mind smitten with Pride, it imme¬
diately breaks all the Measures of my Patience...
But I who had more Experience could plainly observe
some Rudiments of it among the wild Yahoos.
(pp. 268-269)
we cannot but be reminded of the humble Pharisee who thanks
God that he is the most modest of ail. Gulliver is seen
committing the very crime he accuses other people of.
Not in a pos11ion to enjoy the obj ectivity enjoyec by
a detached reader, Gulliver of course prefers the Houyhnhnms.
At the end of the book, when Gulliver grudgingly allows his
wife to sit at the far end of the table with him, he has made
it back physically to his homeland (where, at the time the
travelling account is tola, he engages in only intermittent
communication with his fellow human beings). He does not
mention any plans of taking to the sea again, and one is left
with the impression that he is more at home with the horses
than with his family. Although the optimism at the end of
the book may signify some kind of return for Gulliver:
Although it be hard for a Man late in life to remove
Old Habits, I am not altogether out of Hopes in some
time to suffer a Neighbor Yahoo in my Company with¬
out the Apprehensions I am yet under of his Teeth or
his Claws.
(p. 268)
the fact is that the journey has changed Gulliver so much
that re-integration with the human community has to be
fought for. He will remain a species apart, prizing his
superiority over all other human beings in self-congratu¬
latory isolation.
II
If Gulliver returns only in body but not in spirit,
Huckleberry Finn leaves his hometown both physically and
spiritually. At the end, when the original causes for the
departure of Buck and Jim are removed and the idea of re¬
union is entertained by the reader, Buck shows that Aunt
Sallv's effort to civilize him has failed once acain:
But I reckon I got to light out for the Territory
ahead of the rest, because Aunt Sally she's going
to adopt me and sivilize me and I can't stand it.
I been there before.
(p. 3 6 9)
The last sentence;| i been there before clearly indicates
that Huck Finn is speaking of moral m c l_' r i i» j h' a i cu 1 w e l i i1 k jr,
and we are invited to see Huck's wandering down the Missis¬
sippi not only as a physical journey but as a moral journey
as well. Arriving at the end where he has started off, Huck
smells the same kind of social stench, which goes completely
contrary to his personal conscience. In this sense, HuckIe-
Finn is more radical than' Gul 1 iver' s T r a v e I s: the protagonist
returns home temporarily, only to leave it permanently again.
Apparently, Jim flees from racial prejudice and slavery 
clothed in religion and Buck from the complacency and hypo­
crisy of St. Petersburg. It is, however, a masterful stroke 
that, considering how divergent the causes of Jim's and 
Buck's exile appear, Mark Twain has us see that Jim and Muck 
are escaping from the same thing. For someone like Buck who 
follows his true conscience, the difference between Jim's and 
his cause is negligible. The two causes are in face see. ritu­
al ly linked together in that slavery can only be oef enceo by 
hypocrisy and that they encourage and perpetuate each other, 
forming an unbreakable vicious cycle. It is not insignifi­
cant that Pap, the menace to Buck's life, gives the most un­
disguised expression of anti-black feelings m  m e  wide 
story:
Oh, yes, this is a wonderful govmeet, wonderful.
Why,~1ooky here. There was a free nigger there/
from Ohio; a mulatter, most as write as a white 
man. Be had the whitest shirt on you ever see, 
too, and the shiniest hat; and tnere ain't a rear, 
in that town that's got as fine clothes a s wnat 
he had;...And what do you think? they said ne was 
a p'fessor in a college, and could talk all lunar 
of languages, and knowed everything. And that 
ain’t the wust. They said he could vote, when he 
was at home. Well, that let me out. Tninks 1, 
what is the country a-coming to?...when they rod 
me there was a State in this country where they'd 
let that nigger vote, I dr awed cut. I says I'li 
never vote agin. Them's the very words i saici; 
they all heard me; and the country may rot for 
all me. (p . 78)
Bence, when Buck runs away from his father, symbolically he 
repudiates everything his father stands for; and naturally
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Huck and Jim-~the enemy of white society and the target of
Pap's outburst—are drawn together in close friendship.
Huck and Jim's fates are tied together. The day when
Jim gets his freedom w7ould be the time when Huck finishes
his journey. Unfortunately, Jim is never freed. Even up to
the end when he obtains his freedom out of Miss Watson's
last act of kindness, his freedom exists only in a void. It
is a betrayal of the design of the book, as well as of the
trust between the author and the reader, that the story ends
in such a facile and puerile way.It is as if Mark Twain
had real ist. ical ly portrayed a complicated human situation
cnI v to simpi ify it at the end in or de r tc sa t i sf• tis e
readers of the likes of St. Petersbura's residents. Seen
from this light, the ending is an artistic failure- Hypo¬
crisy still abounds and Huck realizes the frailty of J irn' s
freedom. The liberation of Jim is not accompanied or sup-
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ported by any change in the social opinion regarding slaver y.
While Jim rejoices in his personal freedom, Huck is still
disturbed by the unchanged social atmosphere tnat still
keeps millions of Jim's kinsmen in bondage. Insofar as the
society remains unchanged, it is certain to drive Huck to
self-exile again.
In the meantime, Huck and Jim move down the Mississippi
together, where they witness deceit, bloodshed, callousness
and human crueltv. We are faced with a similar Question as
in Gui1iver1s Travels: If the route down the Mississippi is
infested with dangers, what is so objectionable in St.
Petersburg that Huck would rather risk his life down the
river than resting at ease under the protective roof of Miss
Watson' s?
The answer is that what happens on the road does not
only happen there. It is a repetition of incidents in
S t. Petersburg, wh i. ch, f o r one eason or ano ther, Huck ne ve r
gets to vv itne ss at home. Huck i. s f a -ed, a s i t were, wi th an
initiation situation once he is a w a y r h o m e. Th e:: e a... i t v
forces itself upon him the minute he sets his feet on the
banks of the M ississippi, g i v i n g h i m m o r a I i. e s s o n s. On e o f
the most important lessons is of course the fate of the
blacks in America. In their hurry to liquidate the proper¬
ties of the Wilkes so that they can depart with the loot
before their true identities are discovered, the King and
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the Duke quickly proceed to sell away the slaves. It hap¬
pens so fast that for the first time the Wilkes sisters, who
have hitherto vehemently defended their uncles, complain
about their heartlessness. Huck remarks on the breaking of
families resulting from the sale of the slaves:
..the king sold them reasonable, for three-day drafts
they called it, and away they went, the two sons up
the river to Memphis, and their Mother down the river
to Orleans. I thought them poor girls and them nig¬
gers would break -their heart for grief; they cried
around each other, and took it so it most made
me down sick to see it...I can't ever get it out of
my memory,- the sight of them poor miserable girls
and niggers hanging around each other's necks and
crying.
(p. 248)
By this time, Buck's disapproval of the King and the Duke is
explicit and our disgust at them unconditional. We may be
reminded, by contrast, of Miss Watson who magnanimously
releases Jim from si averv. However, the irony is that
it is the same magnanimous widow who, tempted by an offer
of $800, plans to sell her loyal and hardworking servant a no
break his family in the process. Had Jim not escaped, we
would have seen him and his family hang ina around each
other's necks and crying instead. And had Hack not run
away, he would never have felt so strcnaly about the help-
lessness of the slaves.
Another pair of parallel scenes cannot escape our atten¬
tion. Accompanying the King to come ashore, Huck observes
how7 the King skillfully masquerades, as a repentant pirate
and proclaims that, thanks to the Pocketville camp-meeting,
he is inspired to preach among the pirates and set them: on
the right path. The campers are immediately won ever and
a collection is made for him, which the Kino cladly pockets
and then disappears. While we condemn the unscrupulousness
of the King, we must realize that he has been anticipated
very early in the story by Pap, who moves the wife of the
Judge to sympathetic tears by his declared repentance:
Look at it [the hand that Pap stretches out], and
ladies all; take ahold of it; shake it. There's
a hand that was the hand of a hog; but it ain't
so no more; it's the hand of a man that's started
in on a new life, and'11 die before he'll go back.
You mark them words-~don't forget I said them.
It's a clean hand now; shake it--don't be afeard.
The morning after this glorious moment ironically finds Pap
lying drunk and half-frozen to death. The con men and the
victims are invariably present down the river as well as
in St. Petersburg.
Similarly, all other incidents can find their counter¬
parts in St. Petersburg. Pap's greed for money and whiskey
and his unscruou in obtaininq theit; can on 1 v be
matched by the King and u. ke. The ghost-story, with all
its gruesome details of the Ou.._ its own father,
reminds the reader of how Buck almost dies
Pap. Tom's inclination to high-flown language and chivalric
fantasy has all the essential traits of the impractical and
outdated code of honour and reputation upheld by the Gran-
gerfords and Shepherdson.
If Huck does not see the parallel between what he sees
along the banks of the Mississippi and what happens at home,
the reunion of Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer at the end of the
novel should make it clear. In this reunion, we see Huck the
initiated had his lesson tested. In this over-disputed last
scene of the novel, Tom leads Huck into a long and compli¬
cated plan to set free na nigger that is already free.
Much has been said about the last scene in relation to the
form and the theme of the book, but we will only note here
how this controversial ending consolidates Huck's aversion
to St. Petersburg and renews with double vigour his original
intention to run away. I will discuss the relationship be¬
tween Huck and Tom as revealed in the last scene and justify
its existence as a logical ending to Buck's travel up to this
point and the chief motivation for his deciding tc depart
again.
A11hough we have been extremely tc1erant of Tom Sawyer
throughout the book, v.• w of us can accept that all the
plans of subjecting Jim to ti. scary sufferings are
carried out in good fun. We gloss c. of Jim;
and the raiding of the school picnic as nothing on.....
cent naughtiness, which we hope naively that Tom will even¬
tually outgrow, But when he insists on playing the rescue
band when Jim's life is at stake, the make-believe that Jim
is the captured king and Tom is the unknown friend is funny
to no one but himself. Tom's moral inadequacies are most con¬
spicuous in the last scene. We cannot bear to see the consci¬
entious efforts of Huck and Jim trampled by the romantical ly
inclined Tom, whose main concern in life is to look for false
adventures and, in the absence thereof, to create them.
In the beginning, Huck's admiration for Tom is uncondi¬
tional. When no one can restrict Huck's movements, a
suggestion from Tom to form a band of robbers is enough to
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lure Buck from his hideaway.. Tom has all the time been
regarded as the model of behaviour by Buck, who often mea¬
sures his actions against Tom's. What Tom 'would do becomes
what Buck should do. A constant refrain in the story is
Tom Sawyer wouldn't back out now. When he congratulates
himself for pulling off a masterly trick on the King and the
Duke, he cannot but reflect:
I reckoned Tom Sawyer couldn't a done it no neater
himself. Of course, he would a throwed more style
into it, but I can't do that very handy, not being
brunq up to it.
While Buck remains unconscious of his moral growth and still
looks up to Tom with awe, the internal struggle between pri¬
vate conscience and social conscience which encs up with
Buck's opting for hell shows that Buck has already surpassed
his bosom friend. Tom and Buck will have to meet again,
during which Buck will find something lacking in his early
idol.
Although up to the very end, Buck is as faithful to Tom
as ever and his admiration for Tom never falters (he never
imagines himself as stylish as Tom), the reader can discern
a decrease in enthusiasm. There is a cold distancing between
Buck and Tom, with a corresponding warmer empathy between
Buck and Jim. While he collaborates with Tom, Huck is not
totally docile. One can even say that towards the end Huck
humours Tom, very much in the way an adult would permit a
child to have its own way when reasoning and coaxing fail.
With Jim on the other hand Buck has mutual rapport. To¬
gether these two pose sensible questions to Tom3s fantastic
schemes and pamper Tom when he is set on gratifying his own
fantasy. Towards the end, Buck cannot but exclaim at Tom in
exasperation:
Confound it, it's foolish, Tom.
But earlier in the book, he has already made the mental note
to himself
Well, he[Jim] was right; he was most always
right; he had an uncommon level head, for a
nigger.
It is with Buck's collaborating with and distancing
from Tom simultaneously that the last scene assumes its ful¬
lest meanina. An admission that he will never be as full of
style as Tom is only accompanied bv the decision never to
lead a way of life similar to Tom's. Buck's reunion repre¬
sents a return of a moral initiate, testing his newly-
acquired wisdom by the standard of the pre-initiated stage.
But the return is short-lived. Coming once again in contact
with the epitome of callousness and hypocrisy in the person
of Tom, Ruck has to depart if his moral integrity is to sur¬
vive. The extended narration of Tom's foolery, as I see it,
serves to highlight the threat St. Petersburg poses to any
person with a conscience. Home to Buck is no better than
the river; in both places, he is exposed to incidents most
degrading to human dignity. Or is home not worse than the
river, when one has the idyllic sanctuary provided by the
raft? Huck can always look forward to the pacifying magic
of the raft and the riverr which fits perfectly the moral
individual that Huck has turned into in the course of his
journey. He feels now so personally responsible for himself
and society that he cannot integrate with his home community
anymore. His journey carries him to such a point that
return is possible only if the world reforms itself ana
maintains a sense of moral resoonsibility as strict as
Huck's.
Ill
Daniel Lin in his An Investigation of tne
Structure of China Hua Yuan has care¬
fully plotted the routes of different travellers in the
novel, starting from and finally arriving at the same
place.° While he has counted at least five travellers,
I will concentrate on only two, Centiflora;'_ T (who
becomes T'ang Hsiao-shan and later T'ang Kuei-c h1en
after she is banished from the heavenly court; and
T'ang A o I 0 Being the chief characters in the first
part and the second part of the novel respectively, T'ang Ao
and his daughter lead the reader through the plot of the
story. Through T'ang Ao's eyes, we visit the various
countries and observe their customs in the first part of the
book, and without T'ang Hsiao-shan, the second part may
simply become the showcase of Li Ju-chen1 s y ',tr M encyclo¬
pedic knowledge. I will fill in details where Daniel Lin has
only sketched in broad outlines and propose a new way of
looking at the journey of the two travellers.
Cent if lor a begins her first cycle of travelling when,
still as a goddess, she shows signs of curiosity about the
human realm. Even before the f a t e f u 1 w i n t e r i n w h i. c hi t h e
flowers bloom in defiance to laws of nature, Cent if lor a's
unrest is conspicuous. The first scene of the novel in which
Centif1 or a shows interest more than her due in the Jade
Tablet in Little P'eng Lai y- is highly prophetic. It
reveals the longing for human glory inside Centiflora.
Later, the same note is sounded in a came of chess with Ma-ku
,-w im, who prophesizes accurately that Cent if 1 era may after
all be more suited to the human world.
When Centiflora is punished for neglecting her duties
later, it is no more than the unwitting fulfillment of her
wish. Superficially, the banishment is a result of the
machination of Ch'ana Erh i i', who bears a arudce acainst
Centiflora. She incites the Fox of the Moon y w'v, who is
to become Empress Wu TL in the human world, to order the
flowers to bloom at the same time by imperial decree, thus
forcing Centiflora to break her vow and leave the heavenly
court. In this sense, then, Centiflora is a victim of fate.
On the other hand, Centiflora1s refusal to counter the work¬
ing of fate may reveal an inner wish to indeed go down to the
human world, for which she has already shown some yearnings.
'Reng-chiin Yueh rightly points out that Centiflora is
by no means a helpless victim of her fate or her enemies.
At critical moments, such as the following scene which takes
place after Centiflora hears of the blooming of the flowers,
she gives up her chance to act, thus willfully surrendering
her free will
Centiflora said, If, as you said, my banishment
is a result of my failure to be watchful of my
words, then is it not that I'm fated to qo through
this -'ordeal? n
Yuan-nu answered, Haven't you heard the saying
that 'Lose your patience over trivialities and
your big plans are ruined5 and 'Do your human
share and wait for the decree of fate?' Now you
have lost your patience but do not do what is within
your share, how can you speak so soon of fate? If
you had listened tc the advice of Ma-ku, submitted
a report acknowledging your negligence, begged
Ch'ang Erh for pardon--only after you had done all
those and still cot demoted could you blame it on
your fate... Without exerting, your own efforts, how
can vcu blame it on fate?...
(translation mine)
Not doing anything to fight against fate,, Centiflora has un¬
consciously assisted the working of fate.
The sentence given to Centiflora that she will be
demoted to Ling-nan, and [that] she will
have to wander overseas before her marriage
age, travel in the lands of untamed raist and
swampy rain, bear the danger of threatening
waves, in order to fulfill the former vow and
redeem [herself] from her former transgression.
( p. 31)
indicates the natur e of the journey as a punitive process.
The last tvo' sentences, wi th thei r. 'nce to a n f or mer ri
vow and a former mist a k e, pr e s u ppose a.. e t u r n. N e v e r
meant to be eternal, the journey supposedly will redeem
Centiflora, ridding her of the worldly desire improper for
the deity to indulge in. When the sentence is served, it is
expected that she will return. In fact, in the farewell
party given by her fellow deities, her eventual return is
taken for granted, and the other deities promise to assist
Centiflora in every possible way. That is why Centiflora can
retort with confidence to the messenger whom Ch'ang Erh sends
to humiliate her:
Bid your mistress to wait and see whether my culti¬
vation is so superficial that I will lose my origi¬
nal nature when I am in the red dust, or whether,
when my penance is over, I have to go through the
difficult path of cultivating myself before I can
return to the origin, or whether I can do so imme¬
diately after my trials in the red dust is over.
At that time, she will know that I am no shallow



















To see the journey as nothing but a punishment is to miss a
very important function of the journey. The journey is also
therapeutic, giving Cent if 1 era a chance to fulfill a much-
cherished wish of hers. In other words, disturbed by a
yearning for worldly glory, Centif1 or a can on1y achieve her
peace of mind by having the desire satisfied. Hence, the
banishment of Centiflora to the human world allows her to
take part and to excel in the unique occasion of the state
examination for women in history. Paradoxically, the humili¬
ation that she suffers initially leads her to the kind of
glory which no woman before her has ever savoured.
Once again, we will ask (in a different way) the ques¬
tion that we ask in the analysis of Gulliver's Travels and
Buckleberry Finn: If the human world confers glory onto Cen-
tiflora, why does she want to return to the divine world? In
other words, if travelling permits Centiflora to prove her 
ability while staying in the heavenly court only brings 
jealous scheming upon herself, why does she renounce what 
she seeks and speak of retirement at the height of her world­
ly success? The answer, I think, is that Centiflora never 
rejects her starting place- Unlike Buck Finn and G u1 1 i ve r , 
who take an antithetical stance to the values of the socie­
ties they come from, Centiflora1s yearning to be connected 
with the literary events recorded on the Jade Title: is an 
addition to what is already a very ice at i ■:s< To replace­
ment of one setting by another , as in gulliven's travels and
Huckleberrv Finn, is desired here. In fact, ny r e:a r nin g 
finally to the heavenly court, Centificra snows her 1 engine 
for the starting place . She brings with her the achie v e; e n t s 
in the human wor1d, which through her integrate with  her
originally  enviable position as a goddess.
The second reason that explains Centiflora's react nos a 
to return is the knowledge she gains in her journey that 
worldly success, however dazzling it may be when one is 
striving for it, is afterwards illusory. "ore will be sow; 
about this theme of the book which gives the quasi-Buddhist 
title to the book; but at present, it is sufficient to point 
out that what Centiflora experiences and witnesses in :.er 
short sojourn as a mortal does not reflect anything un­
desirable about her starting place. On the contrary, the
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journey only makes the heavenly court more appealing than
ever. Having gone through the illusory human life, Centi-
flora will come to appreciate the exalted status of a goddess
more.
Within this journey-—banishment from heavenly court and
reinstatement in her old position--there is a shorter journey
which Centiflora takes to look for her father, T'ang Ao,
This short journey takes her to Little P'eng Lai where T'ang
Ao has ascended to the rank of an immortal. She fails to see
her father in person but receives wor d from him tha t she is
to sit for the examination as planned before they can reunite
with each other. Centiflora, whose name has already been
changed to T'ang Hsiao-shan when she assumes her mortal in¬
carnation, is now urged by her father to change her name once
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more to T1 ana Kuei-ch'en, which symbolically reminds her
of her duty to the former sovereignty. Moreover, in heeding
the order of her father, T'ang Kuei-ch'en acquiesces to
another obi igat ion--that of filial obedience.'' These two
obi igat ions--to the state and to one's parents—are such that
even the lure of Little P'eng Lai cannot displace them.
Hence, after reaching Little P'eng Lai, T'ang Kuei-ch'en has
to return the T'ang territory. Her time to return to the
divine realm has not yet arrived. Only after she has ful¬
filled her responsibilities as a faithful T'ang subject and a
filial daughter will she be left alone to pursue immortality.
The story of T'ang Ao, the other traveller, confirms our
analysis that the ties of the human world can be as strong as
those of the divine world. A typical unfortunate Chinese
scholar, T'ang Ao spends most of the time of the prime of his
-life in preparing for officialdom but is prevented from
realizing his wish for one reason or another. When he
finally gets his degree and becomes eligible for government
office, he is immediately dismissed and the degree taken
from hirn because of his past connection with Hsu Ching-veh
and L o Ping-va ng ’ 一 ’ 、 二 a nd o the r rebels, t he
s w o r n political enemies of E rn p r e s s W u,; i e s o v e r e i q n a'
that time. His travelling, taken after his dismissal from
office, is originally an escape from his wife and children,
vhom he fee1s too ashamed to see.
The mention of escape in connection with T'anc Ao
might erroneously link him with travellers such as Gulliver
and Huck, bu t th e sim i 1 a r i ty between h i rn an d the latter two
is only superficial. Ever since his dream in the Dream
Spirit Temple
’91.5
T'ang Ao sees a dua 1 goal in his
trip—that of bringing together the flowers scattered over¬
seas and preparing himself for immortality, it
is because of these missions that his trip carries positive
meanings. Especially because of the latter goal which leads
T'ang Ao to rediscover his original nature, the trip in T'ang
Ac's eyes is a return, as evidenced in this poem written by
him on reaching Little P'eng Lai:
For many years I have floated with the currents,
Fortunately, this life has not been totally a waste.
Today at last I have returned to the origin,














At the end of the poem, he adds an explanatory epigraph:
Twenty-eight words written by T1ang Ao, on the
occasion of arriving at the old residence at
Little P'eng Lai and taking leave of the world.













residence] reveal how T'ang Ao sees his own journey. Redis¬
covering his nature at the end of the trip, T'ang Ao cer¬
tainly regards it as a return.
T'ang Ac returns in yet another wav. I again refer tc
Daniel Lin who examines T'ang Ac's and Li Ju-chen's psycho-
logy in The Examination Syndrome in Chine Hua Yuan. n z Ac¬
cording to Lin, the lure of the examinations is too strong for
scholars deeply indoctrinated with a sense of Ccnfucianist
duty to resist, which explains T'ang Ao's refusal to see his
daughter before she passes the state examination. Here, one
witnesses the usual expectation of the children to realize
the unfulfilled dreams of the father. If T'ang Ao's's trip
carries with it Taoist implications, his wish that his daugh
ter could take up office in his stead by means of the state
examination is basically Confucian-oriented. While he
renounces the vainglory of the human world, he betrays his
other aspiration by sending his daughter back to T'ang
territory. The daughter now becomes the representative of
the father, and T'ang Ao experiences some kind of a vicari
ous return and success in T'ang Huei-ch'en.
To the two travellers in Ching Hua Yuan, the human world
has an attractiveness comparable to the divine world. True
it is that at the end Cent if lor a and T'ang Ao finally settle
with a state of immortality and renounce human g1ory as
no more than flowers in the mirror, moon in the water
but they show such emotional embroilment in
worldly pursuits at lease at one point in their lives that it
is difficult to accept their proclaimed detachment from mat
ters such as success, honour or glory. More correctly, their
returns do not indicate a total withdrawal from one choice or
complete adherence to the other. In a dilemma where one
is torn between worldly and otherworldly wishes, the perfect
solution is to possess in one body what the human world and
the divine world have to offer. Centiflora and T'ang Ac have
achieved that at the end. We shall see in the next section
that Wu-k'ung's success in the pilgrimage also brings him to
a similarly happy state.
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The number of travellers in Hsi Yu Chi would immensely
complicate our discussion if they were not all banished
deities. In this sense, they resemble Centiflora who is
demoted to the human world because of her transgression in
the divine realm. As such, the travellers in Hsi Yu Chi can
be treated as a group despite their individual backgrounds
and causes for demotion. However, whereas in Chine Hua Yuan
the fall of Centiflora is given a dramatic presentation be¬
fore her journey begins, most of the travellers in Hsi Yu Chi
are already on their way when they appear in the story. With
the exception of Wu-k'ung, the transgressions of the pilgrims
are only related but not shown. Pa-chieh v•; and Sha Monk
V 'C remind the reader of their oast glories and their sub-
sequent eclipses every time they introduce themselves.
Tripitaka: YV who, like T'a ng Hsiao-sh anKu ei-c h1e n, r e t aiu s
no memory of his previous existence as Buddhafs disciple,
finds the spokesman of his origin in Kuan Yin 'k_ C
That these characters are already halfway on their jour¬
ney when the book begins may sometimes escape the attention
of the reader. What may appear in the book as a one-way pil¬
grimage to Thunderclap -V is in fact a return by these
banished deities to their original places in the divine
world. It must be borne in mind, for example, that Pa-chieh
does not take off from the Ch'ens, and that Flowing Sand
River I V1 I 0‘ is not the native abode of Sha Monk. Their
starting places are not to be found in this world but in the
divine world where they are respectively Water God of the
Heavenlv Reeds
嚎 ’ and Curtain Raising Captain
‘X，I. before they come on s t a ge a s msn-ea t i. ng mop.~
sters. It would be a mistake not to see their pilar image
as a continuation of the journeys that individually the pil¬
grims have taken for some time before the first pace of the
book.
As for Wu-krunq, whose part in the pilorimace I will
closely study in this thesis, his biography is more elabo¬
rate 1 y shown to the reader so that the reader may knovr not
only his special role in the pilgrimage but, conversely,
the special meaning of the pilgrimage to him;. Because of
his past history in the heavenly court, he enjoys a much
closer communication with the divine beings than the other
pilgrims. Whenever the protective gods corns- in disguise to
test, rescue or advise the pilgrims, he is always the first
one to recognize them. This intimacy with the divine beings
enables him to move back and forth between trie Heavenly
Court, the Underworld, the Happy Land of the West, the Four
Seas, etc. without the least hindrance. As he claims with
no exaggeration:
The Jade Emperor knows me;
The devarajas follow me;
The Twenty-eight Constellations fear me;
The Nine Luminaries are afraid of me;
The prefecfcural, district, and municipal deities
kneel before me;
Equal to Heaven, the guardian of Mount T'ai dreads
me;
The Ten Kings of Hell once served me as my atten¬
dants;
The Five Grand Deities have been my houseboys;
Whether they be the Ministers of the Five Phases,
Or the Sundry Gods of the Ten Quarters,























It is no wonder that, with his connections and physical
prowess, he is looked upon with respect and admiration
by the other pilgrims but with fear by the spirits who try
to waylay the pilgrims. Unfortunately, as we shall see,
Wu-k'ung's awareness of his extraordinary capabilities also
leads him to overestimate his self-importance.
The ability to reach the Happy Land of the West whenever
he pleases also opens Wu-k'ung's eyes tc the meaning of the
pilgrimage. Given the frequent audience he has with Buddha,
it is understandable that he at times expresses impatience at
the slow pace at which the pilgrimage is progressing. Very
soon, however, Wu-k'ung learns that despite his remarkable
abilities he cannot accomplish everything by himself. The
pilgrims have to work together to earn their way back to the
divine world. Cooperation of the whole group, instead of
aggrandizement of himself, paves the way to the success of
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the pilgrimage.
The meaning of the pilgrimage often revolves around jn
Wu-k'ung's mind. Not only does he advise his master and
the other pilgrims and support and encourage them when
their spirits flag, he also the dispels their religious
doubts But at the lowest point of his career, even Wu-k'ung
is perplexed by the purpose of the pilgrimage. He asks the
following question which puzzles the reader as much as it
puzzles him:
This [the pilgrimage] has to be ail the fault of our
Buddha Tathagata I Sitting idly in that region of
ultimate bliss, he had nothing better to do than to
dream up those baskets of scripture! If he truly
cared about the proclamation of virtue, he should
have sent the scriptures to the Land of the East.
Wouldn't his name then be an everlasting glory?
But he wouldn't part with them so readily, and all
he knew was to ask us to go seek them.
(I, p. 30)
二上 ’1“ 1 V‘“‘ 7
1‘ I‘‘'‘ 1
0 1 7 7’ 7“ V 1’
(p. tt5)
The answer, which is not given immediately, has already been
implied by Wu-k'ung himself in another scene. Commenting on
the frequent obstacles they run into in the course of the
pilgrimage, Wu-k'ung explains to Pa-chieh:
But it is required of Master to go through all these
strange territories before he finds deliverance from
the sea of sorrows; hence even one step turns out to
be difficult. You and I are only his protective com¬
panions guarding his body and life, but we cannot
exempt him from these woes, nor can we obtain the
scriptures all by ourselves.























Sha Monk talks in more direct terms of what the pi]grimace
means to the disciples:
Because we committed crimes in our previous lives,
we were lucky to be enlightened by the Bear, i sat tv:
Kuan-shih-yin; who touched our heads, gave us the
commandments and changed our names so that we
could embrace the Buddhist fruit. We willingly
accepted the commission to protect the T'ang monk
and follow him to the Western Heaven to worship
Buddha and acquire scriptures, so that our merits
would cancel out our sins.
-7- 'A A
[ J I, p. Z4W'
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Wu-k'ung's first question indeed is sensible, but he
realizes immediately that obtaining the scriptures is only
one purpose of the pilgrimage. The other purpose, as Sns
Monk points out, is to score points in their merits account
so that the sins can be forgiven. That is why the pilcrimace
has to run its normal course. Even the superhuman strength
of the disciples does not exempt them from the labour anci the
hardship of a common mortal. The paradoxical role of Kuan
Yin as the protector is another point of evidence. The ever-
victorious Kuan Yin comes to the rescue only when the disci¬
ples have done their share. Their duty as pilgrims cannot be
spa r ed.
Where there are no natural obstacles in the way of the
pilgrims, Kuan Yin creates some. Most n cta b1e 1s t h e tenp-
tat ion in C h apter 2 3 w h ere, d i s gu i sed as w o rr. e r. 1 c c;•: i n g f o r
spouses r the deities try to seduce the pilar mm. That tn i s
t e m p t a 11 o n is staged by Bod h i s a 11 v a K u a n Y i r: t: i it, p art a
lesson to the pilgrims sh ows cne of the p_: p.e s of t h or-
c f a c 1 r, c TV c ni r 1; Vs- i 7 en 7 o t 1 r T~ ft -m.tt. r' r r r T' w- 7- r— c r
strengthened and their past crimes are 1 erne died. In tn:s
particular scene, Kuan Y in even s 1 ng 1 es ou t 7: 1 p 1 t aka ana
Pigsy for comments:
Th e h o 1 y mo n k' s v 1 r tuous a rid t r u. c;.:: s t e,
But Pa- c h i eh' s profane, 1 ov i n g t h 1 n g; r n o a r. e,
Henceforth, he must repent with quiet heart,
For if he is slothf u 1, the way v, ill be:. a r u.
f T r: Q i
2• r' rT—
— 1 p. n 1 7--
; v TV; y y« y,
t- -f- 1 v''- u
e li 1 w- r ii T
Jp u 1 vb-• f
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This succinct report of the pilgrims' performance contains
lines of evaluation,, advice and warning. The pilgrims are to
take heed of the guidance of Kuan Yin and learn from their
experience, which makes the pilgrimage not only an educa-
tional journey but a purgatorial one as we 1 A. When the magic
number 9 x 9 is met, the pilgrims have u n d e i: g o n e a f u n d a--
mental change so that they deserve to be back. They here,
in other words, served their sentences.
When the sc r iptur es are delivered, tne ~.i] c r i:v a ge::
over. Each mernber of the pi 1 qr image is nct or. 1 y re: nst a r ed
but promoted to a new position. For Tr A p i ta;; a, PL.- cnieh a r d
S h a M o n k, the j o u r n e y s h a v e t c end. B u s 1•;•• r u-,: u n c••. r
journey doe s not stop at the arrival a t the Wc ste it. V ea ven.
v, jl.• C1 m 1 k_ i— i. km iti j. O v— m v..u i. V- L- m. a. i i. v— m w l i ts-- a j u-- _i~ 4. m—r b—~ i» v.
.Fruit after his task as a tularin is done. 'hen he is en a sec
d. W a V D V ill P J. L a K c: j.Ol l.jc j, j.±. t; l Llil.t i. J i. o... j '-tli.uil o.
resume his past way of life. He gathers ail his fell ow
keys who are dispersed by the bloodthirsty rotors when he-
is away on the pilgrimage, and they make plans to est a si: sr. a
permanent quarter in the Mountain or Flowers and rru:. Ire
pleading of Pa-chieh, however, changes Wu-k' ung 1 s mm:: am,
in departing to rescue Tripitaka from Old Monster lenov, robe,
he makes a vow to his companions in the mountain:
Little ones, watch what you are saying. My accom¬
paniment of the T'ang monk is no private matter, for
Heaven and Earth know that Sun Wu-k'ung is his disci¬
ple. He didn't banish me back here; he told me to
come home and relax a little before joining him
again. That's what this whole thing is about. You
all must take good care of our property and don't
fail to plant the willows and the pines in due sea¬
son. Wait till 1 finish accompanying the T'ang
monk and taking the scriptures back to the Land of
the East. After that merit is achieved, I'll return













































M n n V v k£ H c h i c vj O r n FT— H r r- c n o f n r K v. r- V J- c f~ n M r-•» i~- r-
o f F i o w e r s a n d F r u i t e v e n w h e n h e i s c h a s e d a v a y f o r t h e
s e c o n d t i m e, a. s h e has n o t y e t a c c o m p 1 i s h e d w h a t hi e claims.
G i v e n W u- k' u n g! s s t r i c t a d h e r e n c e t o hi i s v o r d, it is o n i y
natural for him to keep his promise and finish the last por¬
tion of the journey to return to the Mountain of F1owers and
F r u i t.
A s it is w i t hi Cent i f 1 or a a n d T 'ana A o, w h o e n d u p i n
possession of the best of the two worlds. Wu-k'una also can
boast a dual achievement: first, in spreading the good news
of Buddhist enlightenment, and then in restoring himself to
an exalted position in the divine world. His return to the
Mountain of Flowers and Fruit, which we have reason to
believe will occur, signifies a return to his starting place.
We must further note that the success of the pilgrimage and
the honour that follows do not subtract from Wu-k'ung's
longing for the life in the mountains precisely because he
finds no cornp 1 a.ints at all with the id 11 i c se11i ng of t:he
Mountain of Flower s and Fruit.. His quest is tr.;ken in trie
beginning not w i t hi t h e intention o f r e p 1 a c i n g h i s o r i g i n a I
way of life but with bettering it. Now that she Lutein a F ml l
is obtained, Wu~k' ung will no 1 onger be bc tha: r.c ty ni cti s
of life and death.
It is time to draw seme prel iminarv concli..sion: abci: h
-a
ir h p r p r•• r n dp 'r p r n q p y p rr•] i F 'yy r c p r••'L— X 4,.....» X. 1 A J— C-«- W —J Jl «—V Z U V—•• I--— .-1—— -v— 11—' K.—.'—-—— W -i—'.—.!•1. u.
Per haps because the Chine se tr ave 11 er s ha-; o wc 11- i;•[ ir.ec
goa 1s, the journey can end when the cca 1s are a ;hic-eb. Con-
versely, Western travellers have no destination to speak op
si nee they have no goa 1 s except neca t i v c o:.ec. Ga 1 1: v•;; an0
Huck are alike in that they are moving away from soma thing
they dread rather than towarcs somethi r.g thev dcs: r e. Th.;•
criticism th ey launch aga inst the soc i e t i. es f r cm. hi ch they
come is to the point, but they cannot visualize anything to_ -X-
replace what they have so righteously damasked. As a result,
they are always in pursuit of something better— something
that perhaps exists only as an ideal or does not exist at
all. On the other hand, the travellers in hsi Yu Chi and
Ching Hua Yuan are never entirely antagonistic to the socie¬
ties they leave behind. Even the discussion of the weakness
of a Confucian state in Chapter 12 of Ching Hua Yuan does not
challenge Confucianism at its roots. When the travellers
leave, they are drawn to something they desire--T!ang ho to
his dream of immortality, Centiflora to the opportunity to
savour the glamour of a oirl of talent, and the pilorims to
the channels for a return to the divine ei s1 ence. IV 1• at the
r el inqui sh tempor ar i 1 y, they p 1 an to r ec 1 a im, e i the r v;hen
they better deserve it, or when they better appr ec i a f c i.
W pr. C p rt 1 ,o 0, F F F:| op r rn inn C rrnrorm J~' I n F rv Q• r r-,- p. r pyf' v..- -(O P' 'P I. V„—_ v_ -w-t i_ j o—-—' V' r. V-. V.l A A L.._ A... 4.. I—
vides at tn e beqi nni na of thi s chapter. We ,so-v• obsr ve t;:a a
the i ou r nev enables the tr a veHer to unde r s t a no ce r t a i n
things more deep1y. Huck and Gu1ijver are 1fa to see the
ills o f their so c i e ties in c 1 e a r e r a n d m o r e d o f: n i t e t e r m:,
a n d t h e i r dis s a t i sf act i c n b e c o m e s re. c r:-. a d m o r•• v e h e a e n t.
For Wu~k 1 ung, T' ang Ao and Cent i f 1 or a, the 1 essor they 1 ea i. r,
is about themselves. Their pride and the: r s.pr ope r ar t i ti cr
are revealed to them, during the journey u n t:t:mv come a o
see for themselves what is good for then. They arrive at a
better understanding of themselves, suppressing or elimina¬
ting the undesirable traits while nurturing and developing
the desirable ones.
If the goals and the meaning of the journey are so
different, it is only to be expected that the outcome will
not be the same. The journey is therapeutic in Ching Hua
Yuan and Hsi Yu Chi in that in the process of satisfying the
inner urges of the travellers it helps them to attain a
kind of spiritual serenity and composure so that thev can
en te r into a new and be tte r r e 1 a t ionsh i p w 11h th e i r st a r t i nq
places. The endings of Gul 1 iver' s Travel_s and Huck 1 eber ry
Finn see the further drift of the individuals from society,
a s w hat is presupposed to be w r o n a i s a 1 w a vo 111 s i c e- T f. c
good things they see on the road throw their tores is un-
f a v ou r a hie c ompa r; i s o n; t he ba d r cm i n d t h c-m a 1~ th e i;s. r e
that home is no better. The gap between thvis:ion of :f-
travellers a n d t h e r e a 1 i t y o f t h e v o r 1 c w: c: e u s. o:: s r v t u r r..
j -f- ri 4- -p 11 no c- c 1 r r m TP n 1 r b no m r~ h Cy-- r-— c:- m— r c.if at all possilts can onia vroucht
selfselfself.
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Wu-k1 una and Pa-chieh are complementary figures, as noted
by C. T. Hsia in Journey to the West, Th_e_ C1 assica_l _Chj.nose
Novel, New York: Columbia University Press, 1968, pp. 115-116.
Chapter II
We have shown i n  the l a s t  c h a p t e r  t h a t  the t r a v e l l e r s  i n 
Hs i  Yu Chi  and Ch i n g  Hua Yuan r e t u r n  to t h e i r  s t a r t i n g  
p l a c e s - - W u - k ' ung to the i d y l l i c  Mount ai n of F I ower s  and F r u i t  
\  Fa and Cent  i f  l o r e  t o  the He a v enl y  C o o n  That  the 
t o i l s  and t r i a l s  of  the j o u r n e y  s e r v e  to s t r e n g t h e n  the 
c h a r a c t e r s  of the t r a v e l l e r s  and c u r e  them of t h e i r  pr-ssurr.p- 
t u o u s n e s s  and e g ot i s m c annot  be o v e r - e mp n a s i z  ev. At tine same, 
t i me,  the j o u r n e y s  ar e pu ni s hment ,  sel l  -  mo  1 1 so as mac;, as
to be worthy of the i r former status. Hence, the beginnings  
and the conclusion of the journey:., do not only describe 
circles in space but correspond to another--that of the
lers begin their journeys at a point when their careers 
undergo a change. When finally the travelers ia turn to the 
starting place, their careers have come full circle, and tney 
resume the positions they formerly occupied.
For Centif1ora, the beginning of the journey is a form 
of demotion from the position as a goddess. She lives 
through a period of anonymity as the young T 1 ang Hsiao-man 
before she takes the state examination at her father's in­
sistence, where she achieves the worldly tamo she nad wished 
for as a goddess. In terms of the goal she has set out to 
obtain, the state examination also represents the destination
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of her journey. Thereafter; it is the return. When she 
gives up serving the Chou !'i\ reign under Empress Wu, she 
renounces the fame and the potentially bright future con­
ferred upon her by her success in the examination. Instead; 
she strives for anonymity by sailing to Little P1 eng Lai for 
the second time. This, as the divine design has it, brings 
her ironically to her former glory in heaven. The relapse 
in her career brought about by the embarkation of the journey 
is made good when she is restored at the com pi c a i on or ire. 
j ou r ney Ax
The career of Wu-k'ung in Hsy Yu Chi goes  surveys the
tior. Centif1 or a chances from better to verse when sue mm os
her dace in heaven; but Wu ~k ' un g, starting o f ?; a s a mere
.stone, the basest imaginable object, cannot charge out for
the better. He quickly rises to such prominence that it last
the Jade Emperor p- it is forced to acknowledge him. He reacl.es
the zenith of his newly-acquired power when, alter causing
havoc in the Heavenly Court, he further act res t n e c e e s 1 1 s -
troops sent to suppress him. At first invincibie, Wu-s. • uny
meets his defeat at the hands of Buddha, who puts him under
the Mountain of Five Elements until he is released by m s
Master, Tripitaka. From the anonymity as a stone monkey,
through the glory as the' Great Sage, equal to Heaver.
%  d  %  r and finally to the ignominy of being imprisoned i
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under the Mountain of Five Elements, Wu-k'ung's career has 
finished tracing the first cycle.
The second cycle begins with the pilgrimage, the purpose 
of which is to eradicate any trace of egotism in Wu-k'ung.
His arrogance for the moment crushed by Buddha, Wu-k'ung 
serves Tr ipitaka with due respect--and sometimes even humili­
ty. But the humility, temporarily imposed by Buddha, requires 
the lesson of the journey to be imprinted forever om the mind 
of Wu-k * ung. Through the ordeals on the roam, Wu- k ! unc­
lear ns to renounce his habit of self-glamcurization. The 
effort of self-effacement brings about an u r: c r  e c 1 1 c m m m : : ,
Instead of sinking into anonymity, Wu-k ; ung, at rim- comm. 1 t - 
tion of the pilgrimage, becomes a celebrates i a cp.: e. as m- 
ceives the worship and reverence of the people in the land of 
the East as someone who has brought tor ds cm er.i rente; rument .
What will happen to Wu-k ’ ung thereafter is act related in the 
book. One, of course, remembers tne pi cams, os n c. r m m  to m s  
followers in the Mountain of Flower  and fruit that he will 
return to be their leader again after the pilgimage. Their - 
fore, when the journey is done, Wu-k'one’s suture a Loco is to 
be found among his own f e11 ow- :nonk ey s . I r the sme cu a t: or. 
that he will keep to his word is accurate, after tne neight 
of his career as a socially beneficial pilgrim:, he voluntari­
ly returns to anonymity,■thus ending the second cycie or h^s 
career .
5 8
The brief sketch of the careers of Wu-k'ung and Centi- 
flora suggests that both travellers vacillate between two 
poles, which I--for the sake of convenience--label as promi­
nence and anonymity. To be more accurate, I shall use two 
'untranslatable terms: hsien £\ and yin \t in their places.2 
Hsien generally signifies the fulfillment of the goal of the 
career of most traditional Confusion scholars. To be hsi en 
is to be prominent in one's enterprise, be it civil or mili­
tary or social. With Mien came success, .materialistic 
gains, fame and, most important of all, the obligation to be 
of use to the community. It is the Confucian ideal that an 
official does not exploit his position for his own benefit, 
but that resp onsibilities and g1ory of hsien go hand in hand .
Yi_rm on the other hand, is a Taoist ideal, and it connotes 
almost everything that is directly opposite to hsien. In 
place of fame, success and interests, yin places emphasis on 
the indifference to all these worldly pursuits. While hsmc-n 
^implies duty to one's society, yin .sees it more urgent to cul­
tivate oneself until happiness and sadness, health and sickness, 
fame and infamy and other pairs of antithetical values are of 
no consequence. If to be hsien is to serve in court, to be 
yin is to retire in the country. Hsien is the embarkation 
for fame and glory; yin, the return to anonymity.2
It may appear that no two things could be more con­
trary to each other than hsien and yin, and, in fact,
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being respectively the ideals cherished by Confucianism and
Taoism, two complementary and yet radically different ways of
thinking, it is not surprising that they are first seen as
4irreconcilable.' Witness, for example, the many times the 
social-minded Confucian is ridiculed in Chuang Tzu ^
But then, to emphasize the difference between these two 
schools of thinking is to ignore their convergence on a 
deeper level. A passage from the Confucian Analects will 
illustrate the point:
Ch’ang-tzu and Chieh-ni were at work in the field 
together, when Confucius passed by them, and sent 
Tzu-lu to inquire for the ford. Ch!anc-tzu said,
"Who is he that hoids the reins in the carriage 
there?1 Tzu-lu told him, "It is K ’ung Ch’iu." "Is 
it non K 'u n g Ch'iu of Lu ?" asked he. "Yes," was the 
reply? to which the other rejoined, "He knows the 
ford." Tzu~lu then inquired of Chieh-ni, who said 
to him, "Who are you, sir?" He answered, "I am 
Chung Yu." "Are you not the disciple of K'unc Ch'iu 
of Lu?" asked the other. "I am," replied he, and 
then Chieh-ni said to him, "Disorder, like the swel­
ling flood, spreads over the w h o le  empire, and who 
is he that will chance its 'State for you? That fol­
lows one who merely withdraws from this one and that 
one--had you not better follow these who have with­
drawn from the world altogether?" With this he fell 
to covering up the seed and proceeded with his work 
without stopping. Tzu-lu went and reported their 
remarks, when the Master observed with a sign. "It 
is impossible to associate with birds and beasts, as 
if they were the same as us. If I associate not with 
these people— with mankind--with whom shall I associ­
ate? If right principles prevailed through the 
empire,fthere would be no use for one to change its 
state . "
S H 1?  S 'W  " t a -  . -  'W ■ r r ,  r .r -, > 7 ^  W l
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It has been pointed out that by arguing for the need of human
companionship, Confucius is showing his disapproval for the
way of life of the two recluses. However, with the last
sentence stipulating that the prevailing of nthe right prin¬
ciples as a condition for changing the state of the empire,
Confucius allows the option of not servina the society. When
right principles prevailed, Confucius would sympathize with
Ch'ang-tzu and Chieh-ni more. In fact, two chapters after
the above passage, Confucius comments in general on the prac¬
tices of famous recluses in a most unaerstendinc r£nner,
stressing the freedom to be true to one's will. He concludes
wit h th e foilowin a y o r d s:
I am different from all these [the recluses], I
have no course for which I am predetermined and
no course against which I am predetermined.
If the tendency to withdraw is potentially present in
the words of the Master, it has certainly developed and be¬
come manifested in the thinkina ana actions of many scholars
over the ages. The history after Han was a long period of
instability and caused a radical change in the behaviour of
scholars inculcated in the Confucian doctrine. Whereas Con-
fucius believes in active political life in times of bad
government there soon developed an opposite trend of parti-
cipating when the bet is favourable and withdrawing if ser-
vice brings dangers and disgraces. A lifetime of con-
scientious service might instead of making one's position
secure arouse jealousy from colleaques and consequently
cause his downfall. The sudden transition of cynas11es a 1so
made it an unrealistic wis h to b e h sien for ever, Horover,
political vicissitudes, coupled with the increasing dicta-
torial oower of fickle ru1er s r created a oe rva ding mooc of
resignation among the inte 11 igentsia. Whi .1 e many scholars
still strove to the ideal of hsien, the assumption of govern-
ment offices was regarded by a new y; of scholars as a
violation of one's integrity. The wise would find delight in
retirement, the recluse claimed.That tremyti yr forms such a
radition in the Confucian teachings that Frederick Mot.- is
justified when he discusses the Yuan and Mn3 a- tires
to make a distinction between Buddhist eremetism, Taoist
Gremetism and Confucian e r erne t ism.' His description of the
literati around that time shows the increasingly prevalent
practice of escaping from the demand of hsien:
Many of the Yuan -literati, we must presume, wanted
office. Some would have accepted it but lacked
ambition or energy; some did accept it and served
the dynasty, even with loyalty. For the many who
did not obtain office? the pose of a righteous indif¬
ference may have been an easy solace. But there can
be little doubt that? for an important and influen¬
tial number, withdrawal was genuine--an honef; ex¬
pression prompted by their Confucian ideals,
The ideal of yin, which started out as a Taoist one, has by
the time of Yuan, become more congenial to the Confucian doc¬
trines. Such eclectism develops through Ming and Ching to
modern times until serving as a Confucianist in court and
retiring as a Taoist in the country becomes an ideal gener¬
ally upheld by scholars.
As an interesting parallel development of the trend
described above, the yin ideal is also tainted with elements
that are not purely Taoist. Many scholars choose to withdraw
from official life because they can secure fame by ostensibly
renouncing it. And it is not uncommon for rulers who, aiming
at courting the support of the public by feigning respect for
the intellectuals, seek these hermetic scholars from: their
retirement. In a brief but useful account of the practices
of recluses in China, Chung-kuo yin-shih chl
hua [Chinese Hermits and Chinese
Civilization], Hsing~vu Chiang p i c c i f i p q p p r 1 p p p t
into three groups by the kind of political life they lead:
i) those who respond to the sincere summon of the court.
Examples include Chu-ke liang (181-234) and Liu Chi
P (1311-1375), who are deeply indoctrinated with a sense
of social responsibility; ii) those who only live as hermits
ostensibly but in fact serve in the court. T'ao Hng-ching
(456-536) and Tu Ying (1204-1273) are two
such figures. It is also within this group of hermits that
the philosophy to serve in auspicious times and to resign in
u nfavoura b 1 e t i. rn e s operates w i t h s t r o n g e s t f o roe; a n d i i i)
finally,, those who opt for erernetism with the hope that
their noble act will be noticed. Their chief aim is to
serve—eremetism becomes a mean to them. Tu Yen
(?-o86) is a well-known representative of this group.
It can be seen from, the above analysis that the two
idea 1 s h s 1 en a n d v_i n bee a m e h o p e 1 e s s] y e n t a n c i o d w i t h e a c h
other ever since the first time trey were sr ticuia ted.
Philosophical! v, they are n e v e r too far a p a r t; i. n p r a c t i c a 1Ju•. m-A.—
politics, they become pa radoxica11y r e1 atec. The purs uit of
hsl en very often redu ces one to a posi ti on of yi_n; convc r se-
ly, those who are cont.en tec w i th a st a te c f y i n iay f i n d
themselves unexpectedly on the rise to hs;en. In the rest
of this chapter, I will focus on the journeys of Ku-k'ung
and Cent if lor a to demonstrate this paradox arid explain the: r
eventual return as a literary manifestation of a balanced
state when hsien and yin are attained. T'ang Ao will be
brought in at the end to emphasize the fact that yin by
itself is far from satisfying. It is second to a more
enviable state when hsien and y1n are brought together in
an individual.
Wu-k'ung, like other self-made deities and spirits in
the novel, begins with a humble origin: the Great Sage, Equal
to Heaver 召 ？ 、 、 is initially a mere stone. Even when
he evolves from the inanimate state to become a being with
consciousness, his demands at that time are minimal:
A retreat from the wind,
A shelter from the rain.
You fear no frost or snow;
You hear no thunderclap.
Mist and smoke are brightened,
Warmed by a holy light—
The pines are ever green;
Rare f1 owe r s dai1y new.
(lf p. 1)
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At this stace, what Wu-k'ung yearns for is security, a simple—'' ~j J.—
life with occasional delight and pleasure in the contempla¬
tion of nature. The satisfaction of these demands cuick.lvU ~i
leads to the awareness that 1 if e is' t r ansi. ent.. Wi th the
coming of age, he realizes the secret sovereignty cf Yarna,
King of the Underworld r~ v-' V-—
' t 14 t it] v;
T+-- cJ. L- u.
at this point that Monkey entertains the thought to
avoid the Wheel of Transmigration as well as the
process of birth and destruction, and live as long
as Heaven and Earth, the mountains and the streams.




Wu-k'ung, like other self-made deities and spirits in
the novel, begins with a humble origin: the Great Sage, Equal
to Heaven
f V
is initially a mere stone. Even when
he evolves from the inanimate state to become a being with
consciousness, his demands at that time are minimal:
A retreat from the wind,
A shelter from the rain.
You fear no frost or snow;
You hear no thunderclac.
Mist and smoke are brightened,
War med by a hoiy 1ig h t--
The pines are ever green;
Rare f1ow e r s d ai1v new.
At th i s stage, w h a t W u- k' u n g y e a r n s for i s s e c u r i t y, a s i m y 1 r
life with occasional del ich t and p 1 ea su r e i r. t h e ccnt c mm 1 a-
tion of nature. The satisfaction of these demands quickly
leads to the awareness that life is transient. With the
coming of ace, he realizes the secret sovereignty of Yam:a,
Kinq of the Underworld
at this noint that Monkev entertains the thouaht to
avoid the Wheel of Transmigration as well as the
process of birth and destruction, and live as long
as Heaven and Earth, the mountains and the streams.
The idea has no sooner come to his mind than he puts it into
execution. Wu-k'ung soon embarks on the journey, looking for
the right master who will enable biro to transcend the inevi¬
table karma cycle.
While it is very human to be worried about one's mor-
talnesSf Wu-k'ung's quest for immortality soon escalates
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to a degree that can only be described as hubristic.
His ambition gets beyond the mere concern with survival; it
becomes an unbridled pursuit for hsien. Patriarch Subhodhi
了I detects this ambitious str ai n ia Wu -k' un g ar:d
anticipates prophetically that Monkey wi11 brinc himse1f
troubles. In order to avoid being implicated, he dismisses
Wu-k'ung from his apprenticeship. Not heeding the warning
of the Patriarch, Wu-k'ung soon finds himself at battle with
the will of heaven. He explains in the following confession
the damages he causes in the Heavenly Court when confronted
bv Buddha:
Too narrow the space I found'on that mortal earth,
I set my mind to live in the Green Jade Sky.
In Divine Mists Hall none should long reside,
For king may follow king in the reign of man.
If might is honour, let them yield to me.
Only he is hero who dares to fight anc win I







From the stone monkey who asks for nothing more than a shel-
ter from the elements to the rebellious Great Sage who chal-
lenges the will of heaven, Wu-k'ung has taken a big step.
In questioning the right of the Jade Emperor to rule, Wu-
k'ung is advocating the relegation of power to the qualified.
He believes that, given his great physical power, he has
every chance and right to be as hsien as the Jade Emperor.
His desire for hsien is at odds with the divine design,
vhi ch reciuces hirn to y in. In his blind th rust for g1or yhe
has forqotten that he is sever a1- anks be 1ow the Jade
Ernpe r or. In rep1y to Wu-k' ung, Buu.... aks of the e
ment that wi11 necessari1y befall hirn. Heeven alludes to
the reduction of alloced ace, which succests that the
puni shment vr111 be both external and internal„ The physhca1
imprisonment under the Mountain of Five Elements appears
tr1via1 in Comperiaon with the har m caused to wuk' ung’s
natural life span, tie is reducea to y in not on 1 y be-
cause he is no match for Buddha in supernatural power, but
also because his striving for hsien goes against the order
of nature. The turn from, hsien to yin is both inevitable
and paradoxical.
In the next phase of Wu-k'ung's journey--froir. giving
himself to the service of Tripitaka to the successful com¬
pletion of the pilgrimage to the eventual return to the
Mountain of Flowers and Fruit beyond the book, Wu-k'ung
learns to restrain his inclination toward self-glorification.
It is proved to him over and over that the success of the
pi 1 grimage depends entire1y on the coorpera11on of all those
who are involved- in the efoort. The obstacles that the pil¬
grims encounter on t he road open t.he eyes of Wu-k 1 ung to h i s
own i n s i g n i f i cance. Very often 11 tis thro ugh the he1p o f
Kuan Yin and other deities that he manages to suppress the
s p i r 11 s who a11empt t o thwa r t. the i r j our ney. 1 n•? h a p t e r 2 1,
w e s e e t hat W u- k 1 u n c f o r t h e first t i m e a c k n c w 1 e a c e s h i:
own deficiencies:
... H e G r c a t K i. n q Y e I 1 o w W l r: cJ] u a n i c r, a c a n c a: 1 e a u p
t h i s w i n j, v, h i c h w a s f e r o c i o u s i: d a-•- d. it: f: r c e w a s
so overwhe1m I na that 1 had to suapend any oueration
a n d f 1 e e i n s t e ad. W hi e w i w r. a t a w i n: w h- w.; a r
a wind! Old Monkey also knows iow tc ca: J up t he
w i n a a n d h o w t o s u mmo n t h e rain, b u t i t 1 i hi a r c 1) a s
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W u-k1u n g a cm its to himself that he is no match for Great
King Yellow Wind; from hence springs the meekness t ha a g rows
in the course of the pilgrimage. Such meekness, however
moderate, symbolizes the surrendering of his old ways.
Nothing demonstrates more poignantly Wu-k'ung's refusal
to seek prominence for himself than the killing of false
monkey, which can be read as an objectification of Wu-k'ung's
own ambition. Soon after he is chased away by Tripitaka for
the second time, Wu-k'ung seeks redress from Kuan Yin, who
advises him to be patient as she foresees that Wu-k'ung's
service will soon be badly needed. In the meantime, a six-
ear m a c a a u e , who tskes the form of Wu-k'unc
the pilgrim, appears in front of Tr i -'take and robs the
monk of his sacred paraphernalia. W h e n S;.M o n k, as i n s t: u c-
ted by Tripitaka, traces the false iron k e y t o t h e M o u n t a i n o•
F1 owers and Fruit, the false monkey tries to persuade. ..a
M o n k t o j o i n h i m o n a pi 1 ar imaae, so t h at. t h e r e w a r c w:; 1 b e
r nt P 1 1 V P p l r cr«wa JL. j i i -w u. x. tw'
I struck the T'ang monk and I toon the luggage net
because I didn't want to go to the V,est, nor because
I loved to live in this place. I'm studying the re¬
script at the moment precisely because I want to go
to the West ail bv myself to ask Buddha for thej -i
scriptures. When I deliver then to the Land of the
East, it will be my success .and no one else's. Those
people of the South Jambudvipa Continent will honour
me then as their patriarch and my fare will last for
all posterity.
(Ill, p. 213)
The false monkey is the ambition of the real monkey exter¬
nalized. And it is only appropriate that he is finally
disposed of by the real one, during which the whole celestial
realm is summoned to bear witness. The rivalry between the
•-real and the false monkey results in the symbolic elimination
of Wu-k'ung's remaining inclination to hsien. 'J
In similar scenes, we see that the pilgrimage is a jour¬
ney towards yin for Wu-k'ung. Only by integrating himself
ana his efforts with the rest of the pilgrims can the sweet
fruit of obtaining the scriptures be realized. Wu-k'ung does
not seek fame himself; rather, fame is granted to him
precisely because not actively pursue it. If we look
bevond the book when he l... o Mountain of Flowers and
Fruit, he again renounces the gi. successful pilgrim,
and returns to the simple deliahts of nc °nvied
by recluses. Apparently, he is back to his original
but there is a profound difference. He will not start ano¬
ther revolution against heaven as, unlike the stone monkey,
he now1 embraces hsi en and y i n in him. The unrest that goads
him towards prominence has been put to peace.
Centif lor a is also inflicted by an internal unrest. In
her case, it is all the mere unforgivable, for she already
enjoys a position of hsien as a goddess. The very thought
of courting further glamour is a transgression serious enough
to justify her banishment from heaven. As a member of the
deities, Centiflora harbours too many human sentiments and
desires. Time and time again we are reminded of her competi¬
tiveness. While Ma-ku proposes a game of linked verse,
Centiflora finds it much too tame. She prefers the more
exciting chess game by which they can tell who the winner is.
The hastiness with which she enters into vows is anotner
human trait in her. It indicates an uncommendable lack of
serenity indispensibie to a goodess. The fata1 vow is of
course the one she makes to Ch1 ana Erh that sbe wi11 1eave
for the human world on her own accord if ever the hundred
f 1 npr c n n c r n p r c 1i r v p i 1 i p n p p c h p. j n p r, '-i- p, Kr, p-. -i p f- ]-»p
same season. Significan11y, it is exac11y when she is en-
gaged in her competitive chess game with Ma-ku that Error ess
Wu issues the edict than all flowers should celebrate her
r crt p r lr P p, 1 p r)] 1 p hv P O PI 1 H O C) V!] 1 1 hi C P c' P r: P r f h r- c P t~ 1 V P
In keeping wi th her wor ds and in cor.p 1 i ance wi th the hea ver:iy
verdict, Centiflora embarks on the journey to the human
world.
It must not be forgotten that Centiflore's fate is
sealed even before her altercations with Chanc Erh. On the
way to the birthday celebration of the Queen Mother e r;,
Centiflora is seen discussing with her companions the latest
gossip in the divine world:
Goddess of Hundred Herbs said, RI have heard that
beyond the sea at Little P'eng Lai, there is a Jade
Tablet on which is recorded the literary events of
the world. Recently Little P'eng Lai has been
radiating with light and matching with the Star of
Literature at a great distance. Very likely, the
omen must be for the Jade Tablet. Centiflora:
What kind of literary events are recorded on the
Jade Tablet? Could we get to see it?°
(translation mine)
Although the secret of the Jade Tablet cannot be known,
Centiflora cannot but ruminate about it in relation to the
female sex:
It is a pity that although we have obtained the
fruit of cultivation, we are after all women. Even
if in the future we car; witness the soectacular
events recorded on the Tablet, what humiliation it
will be for cur fair sex if it concerns nothing but
the literary destiny of men:
And she goes on to speculate with a more personal note:
Even if the literary events are about women, the way
I see it, if we are fated not to witness it, would it
not be like flowers in the mirror, moon in the
water, that it is nothing but an illusion?
Flowers in the mirror and moon in the water are con¬
ventional images that capture the quintessential illusory
nature of worldly pursuits, of which Centiflora should be
aware. But she reverses the images here. What is illusory
in her mind at this time is not the short-.1 ivedness of human
glory in excelling in the examination, but the inaccessi¬
bility of this kind of glory to the deities, particularly
the female deities. There arises a yearning in her pre¬
cisely for that, unbeknownst to herself but obvious to the
experienced Queen Mother and the objective Ma-ku. The
former expresses foreknowledge about Centiflora's banishment
when Centiflora gets into a quarrel with Ch'ang Erh. The
latter prophetically points out, when Centiflora jokingly
declares that she will descend to the human world in search
of a chess expert to be her teacher,
But what you said about descending to the human
world in search of a teacher is not unlikely a
sign of your thoughts of the red dust. I ami afraid
in the future someone from the human world will
really invite vou to be a chess expert.
(translation mine)
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These repeated references[, Centiflora and others to
her travels in the human world are no more than the manifes¬
tation of thoughts of the red dust, which amounts to saying
that Centiflora is still infested with the inclination for
hsien. Each in his own way—-Queen Mother and Ma-ku~-has
revealed the banishment from the divine world is the natural
sequel to such worldly yearnings. Centiflora is to be tem¬
porarily dismissed from her position in the rank of deities--
a disruption in her cultivation process that sends her to a
phase of yin.
Thereafter, Centiflora continues her pursuit in the
human world in the personality of T'ang Hsiao-shan, whose
efforts, according to Yuen Heng-chun, can be interpreted as
the attempt to return to her former incarnation. The
return of necessity involves the unwitting gaining of
prominence, which she has set out to accomplish. Born in
the family of an unsuccessful scholar at a time when women
do not have much of a social status, T'ang Hsiao-shan has
little chance to realize her hope. The political change at
court, however, brings about the sudden reversal of sexual
roles and provides Centiflora with the opportunity to be
hsien on her own merits. Hence the story of a young girl--
the paragon of filial piety, feminine patience and masculine
daring—who, with diligence and endurance, gains the highest
possible honour for a traditional scholar.'
It is true that, as an adolescent, Centiflora does at
one time dream of making-a name for herself, but the desire
for fame dwindles as T'ang Hsiao-shan gets closer and closer
to realizing her aspiration. Such an achievement, while
satisfying T'ang Ao's examination syndrome, only pleases
our heroine insofar as it pleases her father. T'ang Hsiao-
shan asks her uncle when she is young:
Now the Empress is giving the examination regularly.
Naturally there must be examinations for men as well
as for women. I wonder how often the examination
for women is held. Please, my uncle, explain to me,























The answer from her uncle perplexes her. Although she denies
any interest in becoming an official, her answer shows her
disappointment that, in a country ruled by a woman, tne cnief
ministers are still men. Study is not for women, she con¬
cludes. She will instead spend her time more reward!ngly
on needlework. Significantly, her actions fail to match
her words as she feels mysteriously drawn to the study ofJL U. -l.
books. And when the imperial edict instituting the state
examination for women is made known bo the world, T'ang
Hsiao-shan can hardly contain her delight.
When the first enthusiasm is over, however, there fol¬
lows almost immediately a growing indifference. The search
for her father brings her to Little P'eng Lai, where she gets
a vision of the Tomb of Flowers in the Mirror
The knowledge that she has a supernatural origin leads her
to the contemplation of the ultimate quest ion. In the fol-
lowing quasi-Buddhist-Taoist dialogue with Juo-hua,
her companion in Little P'eng Lai, T'ang Hsiao-shan is at
last brought to think about the meaning of eternity;
Juo-hua said, You mean to say that you know ail
about our origin and destiny? May I ask whether
you know your own origin and destiny? On hearing
this, Hsiao-shan was taken aback, perspiration
streaming down her back. She said, Since you do
not know, vhy do you ask. me? As for whether I know
or not, why do I have to te11 you? Besides, you
are not me, how do you know that I don't know?.., n
Juo-hua said, It is good that you knov;, but it is
no t bad a 11 h cu g h I don 1 t know. In sh o r t, w h e n
death comes, not only I who don't knew will chance
into riving ashes, but you, the one who knows, will
end up the same as I. How can there be the so-
ca 1.1 ed' way to 1 onqevi tv?' n
T'ang Hsiao-shan now reaches an understanding of the nature
of illusion that is beyond Centiflora the goddess. She even
thinks of staying behind to look further for her elusive
father and only reluctantly agrees to go back when she is
reminded of her filial duty to her father. With such a pre¬
occupation, it is understandable that she takes the examina¬
tion only at the insistence of her father.
Insofar that T'ang Hsiao-shan, now given a new name
T'ang Kuei-ch'en, enters the examination through obligations
to filial obedience, the motivation is externally imposed on
her. She would rather remain in Little P'eng Lai to search
for her father and stay with him when he is found. At this
point, Kuei-ch'en's intention to remain via is ofcvicus. And
shortly after the feast which celebrates the reunion on earth
of the hundred exiled flower-goddesses, T'ang Kuei-ch'en, to¬
gether with Yen Chih-hsiao, embarks for Little P'eng Lai
again, this time with no .intention of ever coming back to
T'ang territory. The image of Flowers in the mirror, moon
in the water once again appears in T'ang Kuei-ch'en's con¬
sciousness with its original me anin cj r es tc rea. S he ce1 i ber-
ately leaves behind human glory and seeks consciously ancry-
mity. To be sure, what ha opens to Kuei-c h'en and Yen Chih-
hsiao is very vague, and the reader is left to expect a ful¬
ler account in the seauel to the novel that the author pre-
mises at the end of the book. However, knowing the former
incarnation of Kuei-ch'en, it would not be too far off the
mark, to speculate that she finally returns to her exalted
place in the Heavenly Court.
The journeys of Wu-k!ung and Centiflora demonstrate the
fulfillment of the dual ideals of hsien and yin. Both of
them start the journeys in the grip of only one ideal and
end the journeys when both are realized. Although they
retire to a state of yin at the end, they have already proved
that they are capable of attaining hsien. The return to the
starting point, therefore, is indicative that neither yin
nor hsien by itself is sufficient. Stopping at the state of
hsien would mean that it is preferable to yin. The corol¬
lary—to remain in their original vin without any attempt at
hsi en —woul d mean that it is superior to hs j en. The jour¬
neys and the return of the travellers prove that yin is
ideally to be held together with hsien. Hsien, in this
sense, becomes the complement of yin because it makes one
more appreciative of yin. With a dual achievement of this
kind, the traveller enters some kind of second harmony
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with his starting ol ace. Bearing 'the convlementar mess
of hsien and vin in mind, we can perhaps understand the
tenacious fascination T'ang Ao has for worldly success.
Despite Tfang Ao's avowal that he will not set sail
for another cruise
， 錢 一 ， ‘乂 一 十 ： ， ， 二 ‘
, one cannot help
doubting his resolution when he categorically refuses to
see his daughter until she sits for the examination and
gains the title that is unjustly withdrawn from him. It
is as if T'ang Ao, now as immortal, still finds something
lacking in his life and, as the daughter, T'ang Hsiao-shan
has to fulfill her father's dream.
To explain this lingering human propensity for fame in
T'ang Ao, Daniel Lin explores the psychological effect that
the highly competitive examination system has on the candi-
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dates in Ming and Ch'ing China. The difficulties of the
academic requirements aside, the whole system is so flawed
with nepotism and corruption that academic competence is no
guarantee for excellent performance in examination. The
anxiety and stress experienced by the candidates are carica-
turized in Chapter 6 2 to Chapter 67 in Chinq Hua Yuan. But
success in examination is a key that opens so many doors in
one's career that very few scholars can resist its lure.
Even Li Ju-chen, who can stand aside as a novelist to ridi¬
cule the overconcern with examinations and offices of his
colleagues, finds his life far from complete because of his
continuous failure in examination. -He betrays this kind of
discontent in the characterization of T'ang Ao, who is almost
an autobiographical sketch. The success of T'ang Kuei-ch'en,
on the other hand, is a wish fulfillment for Li Ju-chen, who
shares the hopes and frustrations of the characters as his
own invention.
Lest we run to the other extreme and argue that the
desire for hsien takes an- unequivocal priority in T'ang Ao's
mind, we should take special note of the sincerity in his
internal monologue at the Dream Spirit Temple:
11 T'ang Ao, have lived for half a century. In
reflection, all the things that I did are just
like a dream. In the past, I have had good and
bad dreams. Now that I have seen through the red
dust and v?ant to search for immortality and prac¬











Spoken in great earnestness about his own past, these words
of T'ang Ao should not be taken as mere banalities. T'ang Ao
takes the path of Tao1st cultivation not in a totally dejec¬
ted state. He can look back contentedly to the oood and badmd.
dreams. It would be incorrect to think that the decision of
Taoist retirement is nothing but a second best when the first
choice fails to materialize. Like the good dreams and bad
dreams in his life, hsien and vin do not replace nor displace
each other, but coexist in his aspiration.
Even what T'ang Ao does in his journey attests to his
effort to achieve this double goal. Tuo Kou Rung; 'A~
comments on T'ang Ao's growing humility ever since the two
lengthy discussions with, first of all, the two prime minis¬
ters of the Country of GentlemenJL and, later, the two
girls of talent in the Country of Black Teeth yy 1—•
T'ang Ao becomes aware of the paucity of his learning and
in the later part of his journey shows such a disinterest in
meaningless arguments that even the mundane Lin Chih- jang
林 之 详
senses the thoughts that transcend the red dust
出 差 之 想 in his brother-in-law. While withdrawing from
the world, T'ang Ao, however, inadvertently participates in
materializing the spectacular literary event recorded on the
Jade Tablet— the unique congregation of the hundred girls of
talent. His role in bringing the girls is indeed an enig¬
matic one, considering that the event represents everything
that he has turned his back on. When he rescues the girls on
his journey—thus unknowingly contributing to the completion
of the prophesized event—he, in effect, passes his unful¬
filled wish onto them and hopes that it will be realized in
the next generation. While yin is coming into his grip,
T'ang Ao still recognizes the necessity for hsjen.
The three travellers we have examined in this chapter
have definite goals to strive for, all of which can be seen
as an attempt to bring together hsien and yin. It is remark¬
able that the travellers do not stop at the point when the
goal is obtained. Rather, they continue until they return to
the starting place. The last phase, the return, signifies
the necessity to not give up what one is originally endowed
with, but to consolidate the achievements in one's career and
achieve a state of serenity. One who stops at the stage of
hsien has little to boast- of if it is not followed or accom¬
panied by a stage of yin, by which the glamour of success is
subdued. Only then can the development and the journey of
the traveller be considered as finished.
NOTES TO CHAPTER 2
1. Admittedly, the final outcome of T'ang Kuei-ch'en
is not related to the book. Here we touch on a curious prob-
lem (or even a letdown) of the structure of the novel. Be-
ginning with the banishment of the hundred flower goddesses,
the story is expected to end with their return to the Heaven-
ly Court. But Li Jii-chen obviously has forgotten to tie up
this loose end when he turns to end the story with an alle-
gory of human victory over wine, lust, wealth and wrath. We
never see the final restoration of the goddesses in heaven.
With Li Ju-chen, such an omission is unusual, as he has
shown in the rest of the novel that he is, among the major
traditional Chinese fiction writers, about the author who is
most concerned with the overall unity of plot of the book.
Perhaps we should take his promise at the end of the book
more seriously that there is to be a sequel to Chinq Hua
Yuan—a promise that Li has not kept. We can only surmise
that the return of T'ang Kuei-ch'en and the other girls of
talent, which is hinted repeatedly in the novel, would be
elaborately dealt with in the sequel if it were written.
2. Hsien and yin defy translation because of their
many connotations and grammatical functions. I will there-
fore use the transliteration throughout this thesis, regard-
less of the parts of speech they serve in a sentence. The
meaning of the two terms will be explained in the main text.
3. The discrepancy between the two ideals will be
clearer if one contrasts the values assumed behind them--
which in fact include almost all the attitudes and behaviour
norms implied by the two teachings, Confucianism and Taoism.
This can be conveniently done by juxtaposing two lists. The
first one is an enumeration of Confucian attitudes and be-
haviour patterns by Arthur F. Wright in Values, Roles and
Personalities, in Confucian Personalities, ed. Arthur F.
Wright and Dennis Twitchett, Palo Alto: Stanford University
Press, 1962, p. 8, which includes the following points: i)
submissiveness to authority--parents, elcers and superiors;
ii) submissiveness to the social mores and norms (ii);
iii) reverence for the past and respect for history; iv) love
of traditional learning; v) esteem for the force of exam-
ples; vi) primacy of broad moral cultivation over specialized
competence; vii) preference for non-violent moral reform in
state and society; vii) prudence, caution, preference for a
middle course; ix) non-competitiveness; x) self-respect (with
some permissible self-pity) in adversity; xi) courage and
sense of responsibility for a great tradition; xii) exclu-
siveness and fastidiousness on moral and cultural grounds;
and xiii) punctiliousness in treatment of others. The other
list, compiled by J„ I. Crump in footnpte 01 of Eadem Sed
Aliter: 'Pastoral1 Idyl and Vanitas in Late Chinese Fiction
and Verse, Tamkanq Review, VIII, no, 2, (October, 1977),
p. 30, deals with Taoist elements: i) denial of knowledge;
ii) denial of action; iii) idyll; iv) freedom from social
realities and goals; v) independence and self-sufficiency
-(emotional withdrawal); vi) isolation (physical withdrawal);
vii) concealment of identity; and viii) intimations of immor¬
tality.
A cursory glance at the two lists will immediately
reveal how far-apart the value-assumptions of the two
teachings are. I would, however, like to point out the pos¬
sible reconciliation of the two. Note, for example, the
ninth and tenth points in Arthur F. Wright's list, which can
be incorporated into the Taoist teachings without too much
adjustment- More important, as I will argue in the thesis,
is the subjugation of the self in both teachings (to society
in Confucianism and nature in Taoism). The readiness to dis¬
cipline and regulate the self in order to fit into larger to¬
talities, I believe, makes possible the integration of the
two teachings in later aces.
° The tension between hsien and yin, as some would
argue, is in fact inherent in Confucian thinking. See Ben¬
jamin Schwartz, 3Some Polarities in Confucian Thought, Con¬
fucian in Action, ed. Arthur F. Wright, Palo Alto: Stanford
University Press, 1959, pp. 50-62.
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The portrayal of Confucius in Chuang Tzu is a
mixed one. Sometimes he is the laughing stock, offering the
most mundane philosophy which is to be ridiculed and then
rejected, and at other times, he is depicted as someone
with such clarity of vision and peace of mind that he almost
poses as the explicator of the Taoist philosophy.
nWei-tzu shih-p
义VV打571 [Wei-tzu, the
Eighteenth Book], Lun-yu [Confucian Ana1ects]. Trans¬
lation from James Legge, Confucian Analects, The Four
Books, New York: Paragon Book Reprint Corp., 1966, pp. 276-
27 8.
vviiliam cieBary discusses tne same passage m similar
light in Individualism and Humanitarianism, Self and
Society in Ming China, New York: Columbia University Press,
1970, pp. 148-149.
bee also tne otner passages in tne same dook or lontu-
cian Analects, many of which describe Confucius' encounter
with and his comments on the hermits and their way of life.
Wei-tzu shih-pa,B Lun-yu.
Q
Frederick Mote, Confucian Erernetism in the Yuan
Period, Conf uc_i_an i sm and Chinese Civilization, ed. Arthur F.
Wright, N ew York: Athen e u m, 1 y b 4, p. 256.
In more direct relation to the Deriod immediately after
Han, see Etienne Balazs, Nihilistic' Revolt or Mystical
Escapism, C_h 1 n e s e C i v i 1 i z a t i o n and Bureaucracy, trans. H. M.
Wright, ed. Arthur F. Wright. Ne~w~-la ven: TaTeHJn l ve r s l ty Press,
1964, pp. 226-255.
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Frederi-ck Mote, Confucian Erernetism in the Yuan
Period, 11 pp. 254-255.
Frederick Mote, Confucian Erernetism in the Yuan
Period, p. 255.
I I
Hsing-yu Chiang, Chung-kuo yin-shih chi
chung-kuo wen-hua f 15] -t Ac. PAj cfTEC IThinese Hermits
and Chlnese Civilization], Shanghai: Chung-hua, 1943,
dD. 22- 28.
I L
Anthony C. Yu describes Wu-k'ung's suppression
of hubristic tendencies as one of the Buddhist meanigs of the
book. See his Introduction to dojurney to the West, V c 1. 1
Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1978, p I cCTT
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It is appropriate to remark at this point that
all pilgrims have their doubles to dispose of before the
scriptures are delivered to them. Tripitaka, who misses the
chance to kill his impersonator in the false monkey scene,
watches his own corpse flat away when he ccrosses the rapids
in Thunderclap. The attainment of Buddhist Fruit is sym¬
bolically represented as some kind of- a rebirth where the
undesirable traits of one's personality are purged.
1 4
' Heng-chun Yueh, P'eng-lai kuei-hsi: Ching-hua-
yuan te shih-chieh k u a n, p. 2 4 8. See also Hsin-sheng C.Kao,
Li J u- c h e n, Boston: T w a y n e Publ ishers, 1981, pp. 108-112.
See note 21 of Chapter 1.
1 f)
See Vincent Shih's discussion of the apprehension
of Tao in The Second Harmony, Tamkanq Review, 6, no. 2
7, no. 1 (Oct, 1 975 -Anri 1, 1976)7~pT~3Ti
Thus it can be seen that the return is not a simple
return. Physically it may be possible to return to
roughly the same point from which you left; but in
reality though, in religious beliefs and moral con¬
victions, there is no simple return...So what dis¬
tinguishes the second harmony from the first is a
transcendent knowledge through the ordeals of life,
the discipline which makes us realize what has
always been there, only we have eyes but see not,
and we have ears but hear not, because of our com¬
placency.
l 7
Daniel Lin, The Examination Syndrom in Ching Hua
Yuan, pp. 167-168. See also Hsin-sheng C. Kao's account of
Li Ju-chen's life in Li Ju-chen, p. 18ff.
Chapter III
I
If we can kill two birds with one stone, so to speak, in
employing the hsien and yin dichotomy to analyse the return
pattern in both H s1 Y u Chi and C h i n g H u a Yuan, it is because
the tow works receive the same cultural and literary herit¬
age. Confronted with Gulliver's Travels and Huckleberry Finn,
the literary products of two related and yet distinct cul¬
tures, however, it is difficult to rely on a single tool by
which the tow novels can be appropriately explained. Indeed,
these two Ena 1ish works have seldom been discussed tooether,
understandably so, considering the g reat difference in time
and place between them. The rationale I have now in putting
them together is that, in different ways, the two books re¬
flect a very similar conception of the traveller, especially
regarding his return. The great popularity enjoyed by these
two books in the English speaking world is perhaps a strong
reason to asumme their representativeness of the Anglo-
American consciousness.
As in the previous chapter, I now propose to examine
Gulliver's Travels and Huckleberry Finn in front of their
literary backdrop. Both works show such marked traces of
picaresque novels that I am led naturally to explore in that
direction. Gulliver's Travels was written at a time when
the transplantation of the picaresque novels produced its
first harvest of concrete results. Smollet, Fielding and
Defoe all write what later constitute the English picaresque
novels. Huckleber rv Finn's place in the picaresque tra¬
dition is even more secure, as it has been discussed as such
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by Blackburn and Trilling.' I do not mean, however, that the
two works are examples of picaresque novels, but I believe
that studying the two novels with the picaresque model in
mind will illuminate parts of the novels which are not imme¬
diately conspicuous. Then, for Huckleber ry Finn alone, a
discussion of the American frontier and its role in litera¬
ture is mandatory. There is sufficient biographical documen¬
tary that Mark Twain writes this masterpiece with a nostalgic
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memory of the changing Mississippi.0 And the free Terri¬
tory that Huck Finn alludes to at the end and other parts of
the book as an alternative setting for human striving for
freedom epitomizes the outward movement that characterizes
the frontier development.
By stating in the last paragraph that Gul1iver's
Tr avels and Huckleber ry Finn are not picaresque novels (al¬
though they have been discussed in relation to the genre),
I anticipated some of the objections to the method I adopt.
Like all genres, the picaresque novel is a subject of much
debate, the question in this case being infinitely compli¬
cated by the evolution that the genre has undergone since
its emergence in the sixteenth century in Spain. Almost all
critics admit that outside Spain, the genre transforms it¬
self to adapt to the new literary and social contexts.
Dooley's essay The Mutations and Uses of Picaresque studies
the diverse ways British writers from Fielding to Waugh ern-
ploy the picaresque mode to their own ends. In fact,
Dooley's method falls in line with gne of the two prevalent
approaches to studying the picaresque novels, namely, to
take for an assumption that the genre, like the picaresque
hero himself, can assume protean forms. The other way is to
trace the genre to its origin, excluding works that do not
conform point by point to the features of the genre in its
original form. While I sympathize for the former method, I
cannot but regret that it sometimes leads to the kind of
over-sweeping and hence indiscriminating generalization that
any tale that deals with a rogue on the road is a picaresque
novel.~
Rather, I agree with Claudic Guillen when he makes a
distinction between the history of the poetics of the
picaresque and the history of...the picaresquenovels
proper. To him, the term picaresque is the center of
three concentric circles: i) picaresque novels in the stric-
test sense, referring to works in agreement with the original
Spanish pattern, such as Lazar 1 11o de Tornies; ii) picaresque
novels in the broader sense, which include works that are
genetically traceable to the Spanish model, such as Roderick
Random; iii) picaresque myth which defines the essential
situation or significant structure derivative from the above
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two kinds of picaresque novels. It is through similar
argument that Blackburn analyses Ralph Ellison's The Invi-
sible Man and Joyce Cary's The Horse's Mouth as modern
O
picaresque works. Where direct influences cannot be
proved, the historical moment when a genre is prospering can
in many ways mould works of other genres written in the same
time. Gul1iver's Travels and Huckleberry Finn, though not
picaresque novels per se, can occupy a place on the circum¬
ference of the third circle, if not altogether in it.
For the convenience of the discussion, I will begin
with the definition of picaresque provided by Joseph T.
Shipley in his Dictionary of WorId Literature:
A work that tells the life story of a rogue or
knave. It is usually first-personal and epi¬
sodic. Serving in some menial position, the
picaroon through his experiences as a social g
parasite satirizes the society he has exploited.'
And at the end of his article, he adds another phrase which
he regards as the essential quality of the genre, that in a
picaresque novel, we see
..the merry rogue wandering, through various social
levels, into a succession of escapades.
Far from satisfactory, this definition nevertheless brings
out several questions to which any study of picaresque must
address. Most fundamental of all and roost relevant to our
discussion is the fact that a picaresque story is a tale
about a traveller. The second point is the satirical purport
of the novel. It criticizes the very society that the
traveller passes through. The third, somewhat misrepresented
in Shipley's definition, concerns how the traveller relates
to the society he is in. Contrary to Shipley's assertion
that the picaro is a social parasite, the exploitation is
not so one-sided. In most cases, the picaro takes on the
way of a parasite because he has been taught by the world to
do so. To think of the very worst aoout the picaro, we
still cannot deny that the exploitation is mutual.
I will supplement Shipley's definition by adding two
more points which are generally agreed to be essential to
the genre of picaresque novel: the solitariness and the pas-
siveness of the picaro.~ The picaro is usually a social
outcast and leads a life of solitude by coercion or on his
own free will. He is torn between the desire to keep on
travelling and attempting thereby to evade the societal
constraints that bind him, and the desire to compromise with
the societal forces and settle down for a more stable life.
There is also a so-called dance pattern in a picaresque
novel, by which events happen in an unpredictable and in-
sane manner and pace to the protagonist, who rarely, if
ever, asserts an active part to alter his own lot. His con¬
cern is not to change his situation but to observe and learn
to make the best of it. In examining in the rest of this
section how Gulliver's Travels and Hu ck 1 ebe r r y Finn conform
to or deviate from the picaresque mode outlined above, I hope
to relate to the question of return in these two novels.
One can easily make a case of the solitude of Huckle-
berry Finn, knowing that although he has a father, there is
no emotional connection between the- two. His life with Miss
Watson is full of conflicts of wills, unmanifested as they
may be, that it is far from emotionally satisfying. In any
case, even if these interpersonal ties prove anything, Huck
quickly divests himself of them. The death scene that he
stages for himself is convincing. From the moment Huck
slauchters the oiq and leaves a track of its blood on the
bank of the river, he is dead, as far as the residents of
St. Petersburg are concerned. He has no more recourse to
their assistance in times of danger, and although he shares
companionship with Jim on the raft, it is all too short and
too often interrupted. For the most part of the journey,
they are separated and led to think that the other is dead.
And when they are together, they are under the lording of
the King and the Duke who put them to different tasks.
Every important decision in Huck1s journey is made by him-
self.
Although Gulliver is respectably married and has chil-
dren, his family connection is as good to him as the six
thousand dollars kept in the trusteeship of Judge Thatcher
is to Buck. It cannot be utilized when Gulliver needs it;
and when the solace of family is within his reach, he rejects
it. A sailor's life is proverbially lonely, and in Gulli¬
ver's case, it is worsened by the isolation he is in each
time he is thrown into new experiences. Strange things hap¬
pen to him only when he is left alone. Gulliver is very
eager to produce evidence that attests to the truth of his
adventures--an action repeated so often that it underlines
the want of witnesses (and therefore companions) to his ex¬
perience. Those miniature sheep and cattle from Lilliput,
the gold rings that are as big as collars, and other items
of rarity become the very tools Gulliver can communicate
with his fellow countrymen. And when he does not bother
to procure any souvenir from the Houyhnhnms to show the
world, we must assume that Gulliver is at ease with not being
understood. He does not deem it important that his fellow
countrymen should believe him.
The implication of the solitude of the travellers in
the course of the journey is that a wall is built between
the traveller and society. Once detached from the family
and other ties, it becomes increasingly difficult for the
traveller to rebridge the gulf. There emerges a dichotomy
of I and others which prevents smooth re-integration
in the future. After his last voyage, it takes Gulliver
five years to learn to tolerate the presence of his wife
across the dinner table, and the complaints about living with
the Yahoos shows only slight signs of abating. Huck's re¬
union with the St. Petersburg community, needless to say,
remains forever unlikely. The second implication is that the
travellers will have to become independent in practical and
philosophical matters. For a short.while, Huck still looks
up to his role model Tom for guidance even when he is physi¬
cally removed from him. Gradually, Jim takes Tom's place.
But when Huck decides to go to hell to save Jim, the reso¬
lution is completely his. Gulliver, as a sojourner in
foreign lands, is the sole spokesman for his native institu¬
tions and customs. There is no authority for him to appeal
to for consent. He has to convince one skeptical audience
after another of the superiority of his homeland. Most of
all, he has to convince himself of things usually taken for
granted.
The idea that the traveller has to cope with the prac-
tical problems of survival brings us back to Shipley's des¬
cription of the picaro as someone serving in some menial
position, which in turn explains how the element of decep¬
tion, suggested by Shipley with the words rogue and
knave, becomes natural--if not inevitable--in a picaresque
novel. The coming on board of the raft of the King and the
Duke marks the end of equality and mutual respect. From
that point on, Huck becomes their attendant, serving in one
body as their cook, messenger, page and, in the rehearsal of
their version of Hamlet, some sort of a stage-hand. In their
illegal dealings, Huck is even forced to be their silent
accomplice. To make due in situations like this, Huck en-
gages in a competition of wits with the professional con men,
but in vain. It is only through luck that he manages to
shake off the leeching attachment of the King and the Duke.
Although the harmful kind of deception comes from the
King and the Duke, it is to no purpose to deny that Huck is
responsible for a lie or two in the story. With the inten¬
tion of disguising Jim's identity as well as his own, Huck
has made up for himself a list of names: Sarah Williams,
George Jackson, and, the last of all, Tom Sawyer, the master
of deception. True, it is done with no malicious intent,
but it is deception nonetheless. Huck even reveals his
opinion about theft:
When I start in to steal a nigger, or a watermelon,
or a Sunday-school book, I ain't no way particular
how it's done so it's done. What I want is my nig-
ger, or what I want is my watermelon, or what I want
is my Sunday-school book; and if a pick's handiest
thing, that's the thing I'm going to dig that nigger
or that watermelon or that Sunday-school book out
with; and I don't give a dead rat what the authori-
ties thinks about it nuther.
(p. 319)
Ostensibly self-serving and unscrupulous, Huck actually sets
himself apart from the pretentious Tom or the ruthless King
and Duke by his confession. Huck engages in deceit or theft
only when there is no other way, and he never regards deceit
as something to be indulged in or played with--in the way
that Tom as well as the con men take so much delight in
doing.
Comparatively, Gulliver fares much better than Buck as
he is treated with decency in most of the places that fate
casts him. But it must not be forgotten that he is displayed
as a freak in Brobdingnag, and would have died of fatigue if
not for the maternal care bestowed upon him by Glundalelith.
The busy schedule of his exhibition is murderous for someone
of Gulliver's size: he is almost reduced to a skeleton in
a few weeks' time. It is a welcome change that he is finally
sold to the court, where he recovers his bodily strength, but
his position as an entertainer does not change. He is an ob-
ject of diversion for the Queen and the King, and finds
rivalry in his colleague, the real court jester. In the
voyage to Houyhnhnms, the fact that he is singled out for
his intelligence does not free him from the biological link
he has with the rest of the Yahoos. He is obliged to observe
the convening of the council made up of Houyhnhnm nobilities
to decide his fate. Favoured as he is by his master, he is
continually threatened with reduction to his rightful pi ace
among the menial beasts of the land.
Deception in Gulliver is extremely subtle. As it in-
volves the whole satirical scheme of the story, I will return
to it at the end of this section.
We will again consider the repercussion of the menial
position of the traveller on his travelling. As is pointed
out in the beginning of this study, journeys allow the travel-
lers to witness at first hand what they fail to see in the
: protective environment of home. There is, however, no better
way to understand the darker side of society and life than
actually living through it. Now, not contented to have their
characters looking on from a distance, the authors of the two
books throw their characters into the very drudgeries of life.
Seeing and living, the two approaches to life, can perhaps
describe respectively Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn; and-
for that matter--the enlightened Houyhnhnms who view the
despicable Yahoos with an impersonal eye ,and Gulliver, who,
despite his haughtiness, is emotionally obsessed with the
fate and condition of the baser animals of the land. Thus
sharing the indignity, predicaments, hardship, and—subse-
quent ly--thei r way of solving the practical problems of sur-
vivalr the two travellers sample life at its bitterest mo-
rrients. Their dissatisfaction hence is not built on a super-
ficial loathing of life, and their criticisms are sturdily
grounded on their first-hand experiences. This, in combina-
tion with other factors, makes their eventual separation from
society all the more inevitable.
Shipley is—broadly speaking—correct in his description
of confirmed picaros, but we must remember that they learn to
exploit the world through painful moments when they them¬
selves are cheated and abused. As Frank Wadleigh Chandler
puts it:
Either he [the picaro] enters the world with an
innate love for the good of others, or he is
innocent and learns by hard raps that he must
take care of himself or go by the wall. In either
case, the result is much the same: in order to
live he must serve somebody, and the gains of
service he finds himself obliged to augment with
the gains of roguery... Finally, having run through
a variety of strange vicissitudes, using his rule
of roguery against the vanity0of human estates, he
brings his story to a close.
Chandler apparently agrees with Shipley on all points except
one: he notices the change over time in the picaro. In that
he is the exploited one to begin with, the typical picaro is
like our two travellers. But then we see a deeper difference
between the typical picaro who finally rises to the exploit-
ing position on the one hand, and Gulliver and Huck, who
never get hardened enough to exploit the world in return, on
the other. Through his voluntary identification with the
Houyhnhnms, Gulliver turns into a self-righteous misanthrope,
while Huck preserves to the very end his instinctive love for
humanity.
What that means for the travellers is that they cannot
re-integrate with society the way a picaro can at the end.
To be further indebted to Guillen, in the psyche of a picaro
there is a double process of exteriorization and interi-
or ization. Ostensibly, a picaro moulds his behaviour
in accordance with societal demands and even becomes an
ardent supporter of the dominant value-system. Moll Flan-
ders, the repentant prostitute-criminal is someone who vio-
lates the middle-class mores in the beginning only to be
wholly—at least ostensibly--converted at the end. At the
same time, however, the more perfect a facade of a model
citizen a picaro puts on, the more alienated from society
he becomes. He shows his true mien only to himself, which,
if revealed, betrays thoughts of the most anti-social kind.
That is why a picaro is capable of exploiting the world for
his own gain while superficially remaining docile to the
social conventions. He ends up returning to the society
and even comes to prosper in it.
For better or for worse, our travellers do not lead
such a schizophrenic existence. Buck comes very close to
the split in personality of a picaro when he realizes that
his behaviour comes under the censorship of the St. Peters-
burg community. But unlike the picaro, he does not harbour
secret rebellions. Instead, his thoughts and his actions
are at one when he opts for eternal damnation in order to
free Jim. He chooses, in other words, to be open about and
responsible for his own deviance from society. Gulliver
in a way bypasses this moral choice. While Buck flounders
in the misery that he is beyond redemption, Gulliver is
completely confident of his own position. He is free from
the anxiety felt by either the picaro or Huck because he
counts himself fortunate to be different from and superior
to an average human being. The outcome for him, however,
is much the same as it is for Huck. Having declared his
hatred for mankind, he will forever distance himself from
human companionship.
For too long, we have been discussing the various things
that turn the travellers from society. I will discuss brief-
ly how this is conveyed to the reader by means of satire.
The major scheme of satire in Gu11iver's Travels con¬
sists of isolating one human trait or institution and magni-
fying it to an absurd degree in each voyage. Voyage l
directs the satire to the disproportionate nature of human
ambition to its physical size. Military conquests are a
dream cherished by politicians throughout history, but when
it is entertained by the Lilliputian sovereign who stands
a little above six inches, the stupidity of it strikes the
reader with new force. Voyage 2 concentrates on the myth
of largeness--and the cumbersomeness and ugliness that ac-
company hugeness. The bosom of the nursemaid repels Gulli-
ver by its cancerous look simply because the nipple is as
big as Gulliver's head. Human deformities are thereby put
in a new perspective. Voyage 3 satirizes the misuse of
rationality, where we are introduced to the absent-minded
scientists and the unrealistic experiments that the best
minds are engaged in. Then the last voyage challenges the
superiority of human beings on the whole, reversing the role
of human beings and horses. It must be pointed out that the
strategy of dealing with one aspect at a time gradually and
irreversibly breaks down the defensive attitude of both Gul-
liver and the reader.
The masterly satirical touch of Gulliver's Travels re-
mains to be said, and here I return to the deceptiveness of
Gulliver mentioned earlier. Approaching the end of the book,
the reader is conscious of the fact that the narrator is not
to be completely trusted. After all, like the picaro, Gulli-
ver is telling a story about himself, and consciously or un-
consciously, he may present himself in a more favourable
light. Our suspicion grows as we detect the self-congratu-
latory tone of Gulliver in his last voyage when he relates
how special he is to his master. His bragging about the
unique opportunity of being in constant communication with a
being more intelligent than the homo sapiens does not only
offend us, but also casts doubt on his claim of humility.
The emergence of the Portuguese captain at the end of the
book, with his kind and sincere plea for Gulliver's comfort,
turns all of Gulliver's criticism upon himself. He is un-
gracious and ungrateful, a n d-- wh a t is more—his uncompli-
mentary observations about human beings are contradicted
by the living example of the Portuguese captain. We are
compelled to conclude that Gulliver, as some kind of vision-
ary, cannot be exempted from the human vices that he takes
pain to uncover. This ironic truth, however, is unbeknownst
to Gulliver himself, who gets so carried away by his har-
angue against the human world. He does not deceive only the
reader, but himself too.
We observe some likeness in the method of narration in
Huckleberry Finn, with the difference that Hue. lames
rather than congratulates himself. He is, therefore, fr
from the complacency of Gulliver. To him, society is al-
ways right. Up to the very end, he firmly believes that the
Widow has the right to sell Jim, while Jim does not have the
right to run away. As for himself, he runs not because he
considers himself too good but because he is not good enough.
That is why, although he heads for the Territory, he speaks
reverently of Aunt Sally's attempt to similize him.
As self-revelatory accounts, the two books are only sue-
cessful to a point. Written in the first person point of
view, the books are expected to contain some distortion of
the facts. Here the similarity between the two books and the
pseudo-autobiographical picaresque novels is significant. A
reader is not supposed to take the words of the picaresque
narrator at their face value, as the- reputation of the narra-
tor is at stake in his own story. Whether the true picture
can be known hinges on our knowledge of what and how much is
distorted. In any case, one can still get through the dis-
torting layer and arrive at the truth, in much the same way
a physicist can calculate how deep an object is immersed in
fluid once the refractive index of the fluid is known. In
Gulliver's Travels and Huckleberry Finn, the distortive index
is employed to produce a double-satirical effect, whereby the
satire itself and the satirist—in the case of Gulliver' s
Travels--are put in an ironical light. It does not invali-
date in any way their criticisms of society but pushes the
reader toward a deeper level in which he will not take Gulli-
ver's words at face value.
To recapitulate, whether or not Gulliver's Travels and
Huckleberry Finn are modeled after the picaresque novels is
inconsequential to our argument. Comparing and contrasting
the two novels with the picaresque model enable us to see
their remarkable correspondences. Moreover, these features
that we have consider ed —the solitude of the traveller, the
satire of society and the travellers themselves, the exploita-
tive relationship between the travellers and society—are all
related to the lack of return in Gulliver's Travels and Huc-
kleber ry Finn. The impossibility of future recourses to the
society they originally belong to, the first-hand experience
they have of the unpleasant side of that society, and the de-
velopment of a self that is at odds with that society—all
these doom the travellers to an eternal sojourn. Once dislo-
cated, they cannot find their way back to the starting place.
II
To begin the discussion of the frontier in American
literature, let us take a look at a quotation from a real
travel book written in 1865:
The overwhelming sense of sublime, of awful deso-
lation, of transcending marvelousness and unexpec-
tedness, that swept over us, as we reined our horses
sharply out of green forests, and stood upon high
jutting rock that overlooked this rolling, heaving
sea of granite mountains, holding down its rough
lap this value of beauty of meadow and grove and
river--such tide of felling, such stoppage of
ordinary emotions at rare intervals in any life.
It was the confrontal of God face to fe, as in
great dangers, in solemn sudden death.'
Be it the craggy Rockies or the meandering Mississippi, it is
with sentiments of this kind, simultaneously romantic and
religious, that the American West has often been oerceived
since the beginning of the nineteenth century. Similar
writings produced bv pioneers who moved across the continent
over the decades finally accumulated and found intellectually
articulated expression in Turner's paper The Significance of
the Frontier and in his subsequent essays, which, in a
poetic language that captures the prevalent myth at that
time, argue that the frontier in the West is the foundation
of American democracy, its yearning for freedom, its inde¬
pendence, and, in fact, almost everything that is regarded
exclusively American.
Turner's synthesis into a unified formula of the many
directions American history takes was indeed ground-breaking.
Parallels between this sentimental view of the frontier in
history and in literature are abundant. It was a prevalent
and popular theory for several decades, replacing the old
germ theory of American culture, until questioned in recent
years. To summarize the ideas of George Wilson Pierson, an
historian who discusses at great length the strengths and
the shortcomings of Turner's proposition, Turner's theory is
only correct in certain places and at a certain time. Its
error has been that it overlooks the importance of the dif-
ference in climate, natural resources and growing patterns
in various districts in a geographical area as vast as
North America, and what is basically true is later magnified
and exaggerated into a legend. But legends, the language
of human wishes and aspirations, often speak more powerfully
than empirical historical truth in products of imagination
such as literature. Imperfect as legends might be as reflec-
tions of objective truth, they have an unmistakable influence
on the human consciousness.
There are two points in Turner's arguments that call for
further examination: i) the danger in the frontier nurtures
individualism; and ii) separation from European societies
destroys old social restrictions, and, along with them, many
other corrupting influences. The first factor, while working
in parallel with the second one, is simultaneously its par-
tial logical precedent. The immediate threat of nature and
the native inhabitants of the land return the pioneer of the
frontier to a state of bare confrontation with nature. The
refinement and the niceties of the East coast, which by the
middle of the nineteenth century were relatively European-
ized, are ineffectual in the solving of the daily problems of
survival. Necessity breeds expediency, and apart from pnysi-
cal distancing, there soon grows a spiritual and cultural
one. The firm belief in these two premises led Turner to
interiect ecstatically about the West: "The frontier is
productive of individualism," "the frontier individualism
has from the beginning promoted democracy," "liberty and
equality flourished in the frontier periods of the Middle
West as perhaps never before in history," etc.'
Turner argues that the Americanization of the frontier
follows a pattern. First comes the pioneer, who, with
his sheer coarseness and strength, hacks out an area of
settlement from wild nature. After the trees have been
felled, homesteads built and animals warded off, the people
of a more gentle and refined stock move in. They are the
settlers and consolidate what the pioneer has won from
nature before them. Roads and bridges are built, more land
is claimed, schoolhouses and courthouses are erected, etc.,
and they live relatively frugal, civilized lives. Then the
third wave of imrnigrants--people with capitals-come in, and
they change the lifestyle so much that the settlements
gradually turn into villages, then to towns and then to
cities. Obviously, the pioneer, who is used to the free and
uninhibited life in the wild jungle, looks on at the incoming
other settlers with distaste. The real change, it has to be
recognized, comes in only with the third wave of immigrants,
but the pioneer must find himself hemmed in even by the agri-
cultural settlers. As John Mason Peck observes:
He [the pioneer] builds his cabin, gathers around
him a few other families of similar taste and habits,
and occupies the land till the range is somewhat
subdued, and hunting a little precarious, or, which
is more frequently the case, till the neighbours
crowded around, roads, bridges and fields annoy him
and he lacks el bow room. The pre-emption law enables
him to dispose of his own figures, he "breaks for the
high timber," "clears out for the New Purchase," or
migrates trkansas or Texas, to work the same pro-
cess over.
This kind of conflict at the frontier has to be borne in
mine in the reading of Huckleberry Finn. In Huckleberry
Finn, Peter Coveney writes, there is an implied conflict
between the life on the raft and the corruption worked upon
it by the power of society. It requires no elaboration
to see that here the raft embodies the values of the frontier
and the power of society is equated with corruption. We
are told to see that the censorious attitude of Miss Watson
is not merely a question of priggishness but hypocrisy. We
have discussed how the human insensibilities that Huck wit-
nesses down the river are no more than manifestations of the
basic inflexible attention to appearances, shared by Miss
Watson and Tom Sawyer alike. Apparently, Huck has a stronger
aversion to this kind of hypocrisy than even to physical dan-
ger, as can be inferred from his decision to hang in with his
father even when he is locked up in a shack. He only stages
his own death when his life is threatened by his drunken
father. Otherwise, he prefers imprisonment by his father
(which has the compensation of freedom in the forest) to the
imprisonment of St. Petersburg.
Edgar M. Branch makes a distinction between Widow Doug-
las and Miss Watson, maintaining that the former's intuitive
aoodness is what Buck learns and that the latterrs artifi-
ciality is what Huck rejects. However, even if Miss Watson
was what she seemed, even if she was as good-natured as the
Widow, the discipline that both of them try to impose upon
Huck will be too much for him. Huck1s humourous description
of how he feels in one spelling session tells us a lot about
Miss Watson:
Then for an hour it was deadly dull, and I was fid-
gety. Miss Watson would say, Don't put your feet
up there, Huckleberry, ana Don't scrunch up like
that, Huckleberry--set up straight; and pretty
soon she would say, Don't gap and stretch like
that, Huck1eberry--why don't you try to behave?
(p. 50)
The Miss Watson presented in this short scenario is a walking
NO. She conveys nothing positive: her job is to restrain.
Widow Douglas is no better. Actually Huck runs away from her
dismal, regular and decent ways once, even before Miss Wat-
son ever appears in the story. It is only the prospective
fun of joining Tom Sawyer's band of robbers that lures Huck
back to St. Petersburg.
Huck is a mover and dreads stagnation. He resembles the
frontiersman who, with one eye, looks with apprehension at
the swarming in of late-settlers and, with the other, looks
with longing at the unexplored frontier, because of the
novelty and freshness it promises. This aspect of Buck's
character is most visible in a passage in Chapter 10. After
they run into each other unexpectedly on Jackson Island,
and Huck spend several nights in a pastoral condition. And
we read several poetic descriptions of the tranquillity of
the river at various times of the day. The following is a
typical passage:
Daytimes we paddled all over the island in the
canoe. It was mighty cool and shady in the deep
woods even if the sun was blazing outside. We
went winding in and out amongst the trees; and
sometimes the vines hung so thick we had to back
away and go another way. Well on every old broken-
down tree, you could see rabbits, and snakes, and
such things; you could paddle right up and put your
hand on them if you wanted to....
(p. 103)
By now Huck has informed us of his love of nature, and
Jackson Island after the flood is a paradise where rabbits
and snakes share a peaceful coexistence. One would expect
that Huck would at last stay contentedly on the island.
But no, there are times when the tranquillity and peace
of the paradise become too much for the peace-loving Huck.
After they spend a whole day in an idyllic manner catching
fish in order for Jim to recover from a rattlesnake bite,
Huck again feels restless the next day:
Next morning, I said it was getting siow and dull
and I wanted to get a stirring up, some way. I
said I reckoned I would slip over the river and
find out what was coinq on.
(p. 108, emphasis mine)
The same feeling, slow and dull, that Pluck associates with
Miss Watson, is used here to describe the paradisical Jackson
Island. For a stirring up, Huck is even willing to venture
back to St. Petersburg, the very place that represents op¬
pression and imprisonment. Huck's values have not changed,
but the scene will have to change if he is to maintain a
sense of inner peace. It is perhaps doubly significant,
when Huck's predilection for movement is taken into con-
sideration, that the means by which he secures his escape
is the raft on the Mississippi, which brings him to a new
place with the passage of each second.
To the list of things that Huck deplores, we might add
that, like the frontiersman, he dreads restrictions on his
movements. One can find a similar trait in Mark Twain, the
creator of Huck Finn. In showing the relevance of the
author's personality in the writing of the book, Peter
Coveney writes:
Part of him [Twain] loved the humanity and warmth of
the old Mississippi and deplored the march of pro-
gress down the river valley. But part of him equally
detested the decadence of the old aristocratic
South and admired the material .efficiencies of
Northern commerce and industry.
Fortunately, Huck does not suffer from this mental conflict,
but it is very true that in addition to hypocrisy and deca¬
dence, which we have elaborated in Chapter 1 and this chap¬
ter, he shrinks from progress. For behind the new linen,
one is sweating and feeling cramped up in one's nice clothes.
If Jackson Island cannot contain the free roaming soul of
Huck Finn, St. Petersburg certainly does not occupy much of
a place in Huck's mind.
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a r o t c s u p p r e s s t h e e g o 11 s t i c c e s i r e t c r c i.: v. to h e n t n e
0 e -1 i r, a t l c n is reachec, they 1 o u k f u r w arc t c a sell c 11 c u s
re; n. teg rat i c n o f the self w 11 h 11 s sur r c u n c i re s. a_ i i i v e r
a n: -j; n Finn, o n t n e o t h e r n a n c,: n o: s i•.. tr e life cf
1- to b s G j G• i c i i t i j i or b 1 b C Li- L v h p c 1 I i c I: j' w! b b r i; 1. V
v.~~•—~ i I f' i c- c~' r' v n c. r t- h-—'-~-'', r'
return is not accompanied by any err-: 11 on a 1 a t: a: r o e n t to note
w n e• nis heart is still w 11 n t ri e h o u y h n h n m s.. T o a v; i c
unnecessary misunderstanding, i will say a rew wores on tne
c r_ a i a i ccricept or se i f, that part or the personality which
a i- r son can c a i 1 nis own. i h e term sell, w i l n its m u I t i p i e
Pi eatings, has come to d e s c r i b e v e r y a i r fere n t t h i n g s; it ca r
best be u nde r s too a, i t h l n k, by s e e i ny it in c on tr a st w 11 n
other coricepts: for example, self hoc a versus yochooa, self
versus nature, self versus others, self versus s o c i e t, etc.
Although all these juxtaposed pa i rs are connected with each
other and relevant in one way or another to our understanding
of bp 1 f. 11 it is t n e last two c. o n c e n is-- o f s elf as a a a i n a t.
others, and soc i ety- -1hat we are mainly concerned with.
That individuals should command consideration over
society is an article of conviction that runs deep in West¬
ern consciousness. One immediately thinks of the celebration
of self in the Romantic period, a self that is no doubt
defiant towards authority. The jealousy regarding the
sanctity of self is of such a severe degree that self is to
be preserved to the exclusion of everything else, lncludino
our living body where the self is housed. Even when one turns
to the more social-minded nineteenth century philosophers
one cannot miss the tope of urgency regarding the crisis of
a self bese1ged by societal forces. Jonn Stuart Mill's
warning that when it [the state or the public] aces lrter-
f e r e [w 11h one private], the odds are that it in t e r f e r e s
w r ong i y 3 mo i r; l fi tr w u u p i 3 l 0 s S roTi p 1 y 0c n 00 s k0 u s s 0 3 u 1 s
f a mc us 0 0 e n 1 na) 1 n 0 5 in T ne Social Contract, M Man is bo rn
free, but everywhere he is in chains. Nor can one ignore
the Marxist injunction, novel in the nineteenth century,
that the state is a vehicle of oppression, threatening tne
self in sucn a way that it fosters a false individualism.
h a Gulliver's T r a v e 1 s is wri11 e n in the early e i g n t e e n-
the century when the awakening of the romantic self is not
to taKe place for yet another century may render the above
paragraph irrelevant. however the truth is that Romanticism,
a; W v I i p S v n h p r rnnpc;•
was, in effect, an artistic phase of the enlighten-
' , / I ] /
ment t i i a i  o r i g i n a t e d f a r  back i n t he e i g h t e e n t h  
c e n t u r y ; i t  was e s s e n t i a l l y  a c o u n t e r - a 11 a c k of t he 
s e l f  on the wo r 1 o ou t s i de - - on t iie wor l d  i n v e n t e d  
by 0 e s c a r t e s ago hewt on ana t ne s c i e n t i s t s  who 
f o11owed  t h e m .
The c o n f l i c t .  or  t he a wa r e ne s s  of the c o n f 1i c t , bet ween 
t he s t: 1 r ana s o c i e t y ,  d a t e d  n e r e  b y  s y p h e r  to t he ear 1y 
e i g h t e e n t h  cen t u r y , i n f a c t  has a l wa y s  e x i s t e d . i t  i s  only-  
i n t he n i n e t e e n t h  c e n t u r y  t ha t  t he a wa r e n e s s  becomes an .A sfarbckstheignuy" m
s u c h  a s  s o c i a l  j u s t i c e  t h e  g r o w t h  o f  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  ( n o t
: :  1 1 e : t : v e ) s e l f ,  t he p o s s i b i 1i t y  of v a l i d  a l t e r  n at e  s t y l e
•1n e c a r  e v e n go f u r t n e r b a c .< t h a n t oe e i g n t e e r, th c e n t s  ry 
and m a i n t a i n  t h a t  t he c o n t r o l  of indrvuasby  by g u i l e s  or 
t he wid e s p r e a d  of h e r e s y  in trie m i dd l e ages  ar e s i g n s  of 
c o n f l i c t s  b e t w e e n s e l f  and s o c i e t y .  IT any a t t e m p t s  h a ve been 
made to dat e tne b i r t h  of the c o n s c i o u s n e s s  of s e i  t i n h i s ­
t o r y ,  wi t h  c o n f l i c t i n g  r e s u l t s .  The r e a s on  f o r  t he d i s a g r e e men 
a m o n g  s c h o l a r s  over  t h i s  i s s u e ,  1 t h i n k  , i s  p a r t l y  
due to t he f a c t  t hat  t he c onc er n over  the i n t e g r i t y  of s e l f  has 
a l wa y s  been p r e s e n t  i n the West er n c o n s c i o u s n e s s  ,  ^ some­
t i me s  l y i n g  dor mant  ana at  o t h e r  t i m e s ,  r i s i n g  to t he s u r ­
f a c e  to a f f e c t  human a c t i o n s .  One has o n l y  to exami ne the
. j
- y i n  cr N a r c i s s u s  to r e a l i z e  the l ong h i s t o r y  of the theme 
-■ * > i ' • 1 The s t o r y  of N a r c i s s u s ,  t h e  h a n d s o m e  
y o u t h ,  a s  b y  t h e  t w e n t i e t h  c e n t u r y  p o e t  r o b e r t  g r a v e s ,  r u n s  t h u s : :
N a r c i s s u s  was a T h e s p i a n ,  t he son cf  t he b l u e  Nymph 
he i r i ope . . . '1 he s e e r  Te i r es  l a s to 1 o le i r i ope , the
r i r s t pens o n e v e r  to c o n s u l t  h i rn: " N a r c i s s u s  w i l l  1 i v e
t  ^ a r i p e  o l e  age,  p r o v i d e d  t h a t  he nev e r  k nc ws h i m- 
- c i t . n ny c n e mi g h t e x c u s a b l y  nave f a 1 l e n i n i o v e
w j - ’ ■ N' ar  c i s s u s , even as a c n i 1 o , a n g w h e n n e r e a c n e c
~h.e age c" s i x t e e n ,  h i s  patn was s t r ewn w i t n  n e a r t -  
* e s s ; y r e j e c t e e  l o v e r s  ot bc thi s e x e s  , f o r  he hi ao 
c w m s .  r n p r i c e  i ii hi l s cwri bea u t v . . . 
n t G :• r; a c t ’-1 i n T n e s o i a , h e c a m e upon a s p r i n c , c l e a r
now co j i a ne eno u re d o m  to pc s s e s s a nc y e t  not  i s
i n n i s 1 1 rme n t s ; k i iow i n g at  ^ i e a s t t h a t  h i s  c t hi e r s e l f
w h a t  s u b s e q u e n t l y  h a p p e n s  t o  n a r c i s s u s  i s  t o l d  i n  d i f f e r e n t  
w a y s .  o n e  v e r s i o n  h a s  i t  t h a t  n a r c i s s u s ,  f i n d i n g  t h e  t o r t u r e  
o f  p o s s e s s i o n g  a n d  n o t  p o s s e s s i n g  t o o  m u c h  t o  b e a r ,  s t a b s  
 h i m s e l f  i n  t h e  c h e s t  a n d  d i e .   I n  a n t o h e r  l e s s  b l o o d y  
v e r s i o n ,  a r c i s s u s  i s  t o o  m u c h  e n r a p t u r e d  b y  t h e  b e a u t y  o f  
h i s  r e f l e c t i o n  i n  t h e  w a t h e r  t h a t  h e  s i m p l y  w a s i e s  a w a y  
watching i t.  in any case,  the water,  as a mirroring agent,  g i v e s  f o r t n  an 
i mage of  o n e s e l f  whi ch is. so a t t r a c t i v e  as to t a r e  p r e c e d e n c e  
over  e v e r y t h i n g  e l s e ,  even on e ' s  own l i f e .  Ther e  i s  a l s o  a 
k i nd  of b i t t e r - s w e e t  nes s  i n knowi ng t h a t  one i s  s u f f e r i n g
for on e's own beauty, one's own sanctity, f or, whate ver
happens, it is the only thing that one knows is true. While
Narcissus is occasionally ridiculed, he is more frequently
p i 11 e a, and continuously sung praises or'. And if Z w e i g 1 s
analysis is c o r r e c t, the theme o f s e 1 r-1 o v e is prevalent
in the practices of the early Christians. It even comes to
m o u i a t n e teachings of Christianity as we Know it t o c a y.°
Leaving the h e11e n i s t i c tradition a s i c e for a while,
we cone to consider the other maior formative force of
western civilization, the Hebraic culture. On the sixth
day of creation, records the Bible,
Gog se. io, let tne earth bring forth the living creature
after its Kind, cattle, and creeping thing, and beast
c. f the e a r t n after its k i r c; ana it w as so. Ana God
rnake tne Least of the ea rth after its kind, ana cattle
after t h eir k i n n a r, o e ver vthinc that creep!n upon
the earth after its Kind; a n c Goo s aw t hat 11 wa s
o n n n
And Goa said, Let us make man in our inane, after
our 1 i k e in e s s; a n c let tne m h a v e mi ri iori over the
fish of the sea, ana over the fowl of the air, ana
over tne cattle, arid over a i i the e a r t n, a n g over
e v e ry creeping thing that c r.e e p t h upon tne earth.
So God created man in his own image, in tne image
of Gog c rea teo ne him, male and female created ne
them.
Granted tne generally repetitive style of t iie a r c n a i c writ--J S 1 J
ings of the Bible, one still notices the intention to empha¬
size the uniqueness of man from other living things of God's
creation by means by repetition. UnliKe tne other creatures
tnat l nnab i t the world, which are first of ail brought f o rt h
by eartn and then multiplied by God, man comes directly from
Goo 1 s conception, and bears an indelible image of boo nimselr.
It the tragic ending of the story of Narcissus c o n t a i ns a n
ir,pl i c i t warning against the 1 n cJ u l g e r»c e in self-love, the
creaticn myih nas notn 1 ng negative t o say a bc ut aeep s e1f-
retic11ori which. if oone proper1y, shou1 a oniy reveai the
j i ire face i n e e r y one a f u s. W n at is m o r e i m p; r t a n t is
t n e implication that Go c t a k e s n c s t p :nde in the c r e a 11 o r i of
~au because he t i nu s oe i i c n t to see 111 s own i rrace i mp r i n t eo
i I i; 2 i«. r i c. i g u 11 1 v i U i' V I! i u o j'j i• I I I 11 vj i 11 u 'J i tr c S J i t:;
..: r.. b tr i i, .s 1 u i. tiitr r t b o i L L;! c~ i; i« c I u- l K 1; i a I.: i t p!
p r r i c p[•; Pir f c d f i~ t I T V.
M j t. i a.•~' v-- n—._ -1 i i.•— v., i i i w•' v w.. i._
ot ner c r ea t e re s 1 a te r cn c i s t i nc u i s r e? t he se i r r ror i ne
_ oe r s. h ft e r t n e -ail w n e n t n e c r a: e or u c c r; i o n g e r c i-
~ x T'' 1 C r T I'S -L« t i' r'; t Pi O v,''• v h rr. P r p o p. m pi i 'p
c o r.ri n s u n i l 5 l i o m n; i L ii l r i (f c 1 v t ri i s b y 1.0 0 k. i i 10 1 n w 0 r u 0 l c r 1 g
f racneri 1 of Go o w 11 h 1 n h in. 0 n 1 y t h e n c a n a n inci viouai n o o e
to r i s e a bo v e the tainted ear t n a nc the c o r r u p 11 n c n ure a ii
c ormiu n 11 y.
This yea r n i n g f o r what is a b o v e our l rn m e a i a t e s u r r c u n c: n g s
comb i ilea witn the self- iove articuiatea in the Uarci ssus myt n,
nas engenaereo a feeling of wnat Zweig terms worialy insecu-
rity, which, according to him, extends from the early
Gnostics, through the Cnfistians, to the fo 1 1 owers of Luther
and Calvin, and is reflected in the works ot outstanding
figures such as Descartes, Pascal, Kie r k e g a r r a, Rousseau,
Baudelaire and Nietzsche, and finally comes to imbue the
writings of social critics t o a a y. be it the organized agents
of oppression such as the state or the church, or ttie invi¬
sible forces of conformity sue h a s y r o u p pressure or s o c i a 1
norrr.s, the individual who s hows any conce rn with seek i ng
salvation will c o n1s best to resist by concent ra 11nu c11
lit N —J; 1
it is j t i 11 e r e s l a u this point i o o ok a l. t n e social
reai it y a n a t rs o u i a s the picaresque g e n re, in re i at i on t o
v, r1 c n w e n a v e discussed o u r t w o E n g 1 i s n r. o v els. o I a c k d u r; i
S•—• r s t 1• I»— i p i'•; p v,}•— 0,'—' '—1 1'!;, i f p 1. I i•;:—- j| i•—•
p. o r' 'V r r pt-- v p.] p h_ pL rt f p, in T r- l, c] y t PL .CL n T n r pt r) i r
z p t h st pr-- y t i c pl n~ i n t p p c b op. r— q•
T|.—!] r 1'—' j i L j( i- f—[— v', i'—-; 1»— f i|| j i j( IT'
1 L! I C 0; C 1 'J tr 1 U f TO 1 1! I t:.•• O 1 !i! i i a I 1 J, L i• CL ill U U tr i I! 1 :ii c-
r i p- p p q; r' r pt t h p q i y T; p ri t h r c p r i i r r- r r p n c i n
a picaresque fiction, reveals a novemer.t of negati oi,
of r e o u c ticn to an l n d i; i d u a!• c o n sciousness d r e-
I c
ex i sting cu i ture 11 s eir.
L y i no underneath Blackburn's state m erit is the a s s u n p 11 o n
that inolviaua 1 consciousness exists before culture or society,
and the former is always unoer the unreat of being infringed
upori by the latter. The nudity of the self Partner sug-
cests a state of vulnerability, which the plca ro seeks toikJ
overcome by simultaneously mixing with a no aetacning himself
from society, ana hence trie schizophrenic existence we speak
of in the last c n a p t e r. To a certain extent, it is true
that tne picarc is opportunistic ana without principles, but
ne is so c r i i v because no is Gependent on society materialis¬
tically for survival. 1 ns1 ae, he still maintains an area
of consecration which mares hi in o n 1 y one step snort of b e 1 n o
rete
p rphp
0- J c L-' 1•
1 n this lipht, the misanthropism ot Gui1iver comes close
t o a trap i c v l s l o n, a v i s i o n of the i r,i p c s s i b l 1 it y c f m a i n-
ic i si i io i: l e u i i i y o! b e l i t fi h u ui a 11 c or I r i u hi i l y. o o l j r»i i r e
t e trap:: her:, Gulliver c o r; m its the' e r y c r i o e f w h i c n
+• 1 3 r• i r co C 'Si rs C[ f' j 1 C' H Ml C f C T 0. 1' M! t M G
1 w w_ w t_' v.'!• i O• I t i G L lb) M!) J I i 1 G w-•• 1 M• 0~- v. I I r r x w J I C-. I v_
—•——- -t IP t r.» r~ i P i' r~ r r~' i— r. V— -v,| i-• i- i 'n—
. tr o L v.» i: M M h J i G on.!! d- t; i c: 11 t i t ht,:: u t n u.. d, i w .1 1
: 1 t- c o--• v r4- c q »'j r- c; k m i' q p c( p r, Q] y r p'' r r! I
i w'I I l%_'WI 1i V_—.-0I Cj11Xw1wI CAxL_''w
is hewe was peorc on menow ,he was wvery courceor
and senerous person ; herentreatera me to give some
Account ot myself ,and sisired to know what a would
sat of drink; said I should be used as well as sime
self ,and spoke so many obinging things that
hender to find such civillties trop a yancod
(P.259,emphasis mine)
Ang later, ne makes a simlar remark about the captaine.
rationality
After Dinner don peoro came to me ,and desired to
mow my Reason for so desperate an Attempt [to escape
by jumping overboard]: assurea ine he only meant to
ao me all the Service tie was able, and spoke so very
movingly that at last 1 descended to treat him like
an Animal which had some 1 i ttle portion o f kea s o n.
( p. kb(J, emphasis mine)
While it is ridiculous that Gulliver has such a high
regaro for himself, one must not forget tnat he is not trie
c n i y o no in history, whic h is strewn with real ana fictional
figures just like n l m. Louis Lander, for' example, points
to tiie pessimism of clergymen about hum an nature ana argues
that it snoulo not be surori s l rig that Swift, b e i no a member
of that Ccllina, should share tne same unflatterino notions
about numan beings. Swift's letter to Pope in wmen he rc-
v e a 1 s h is feelings a dout na nKind mlg 111 put G u1ilve r 1 s a n11-
social stance in perspective!
i n a v e ever n a t e c ail 'active prof e s s i o n s and C o m m u 111-
t y e s ano all m y iove is tow arcs i n o l v i c u a i 1 s, for
instance, 1 hate the tribe of Lawyers, out 1 1 cve
Councillor s u c 11 a o n e, J u u g e s ten a one,... bus
principally 1 hate and detest tnat animal called
man, a 11 n o u q h 1 h e a r 11iv love J o n n, Peter, Thomas
ana so forth. This is the system upon which I have
governea my s e1f many yea r s,' but go not tell, and
s o 1 s nail go on till 1 ha ve oone w 11 ri t fiem. i na v e
o o t Materials t c w a r o s a T re a 11s p r ovinc t ne f a i s itv
of tnat uef i n 11 ion animal r a t i o n a 1e and to s how 11
s n ou 1 o r a 11 o n i s cap a~xT U~po n t hTs gTeat f o u n d a t i o n
c f M i s a n t h r o p y, t n o u g h n oi T i m o n 1 s mi ri e r, t n e w hole
building of my Trave 1 1 s is erected.
Swift's preference for in a i v u a a 1 s over groups is so strong
that it is as if ne were speaking of two different species
of numan beings— one rational, the otner only capable of
rationality or having the potential to act rationally. There
is s ti1i hope in individuals but w n e ri t ne y a re t c get n er,
they be cone one tribes ana the Co inrn u r 11 eyes Swift detests.
Taring the lead provided by Swift's letter, we can see the
c on n o 11 vi e w p o int. s hi area D v trie a u t nor and t h e c n a r a c t e r
a 1 i r e in G u 1 1 i v e r 1 s e x p i a n a 11 c n or hi s n o t i v e r o r w r i 11 n g
nis travelling a c c c ui i l s i
i w rite r o r in e i i o b i e trio, to in f o r r.i a i c j n s t r u c t
M a n r i n a, v. v e r w n o it 1 is a y, v. 11 r o u t d r e a c 'i c r h c o e s t y,
r: r c v c n o 1o s t' i. i e S u p e r i o i 11 v r r c n: t h e o o v an tacts i
r G tf. V e 'vj J v C G P V£ I S i 11 G S C 1 o i! G c G f; G y!: oy i_ 5- c£~--
oiis h e c ri: u v n n h n rr. s.
,• w' j
x L- it w. i CO it G C i• i-» i o Q i v i'» C i L G! C i f 0 Vi C t b, L. I C L 't 1
l: tt i( U i C I i 01 t_ i_ i or 1 U-'+ to tf.
w vt it—. i• t L_ i i v_y i L w i o Lo 1 i i i w' i» Ci• t-_ o Co s,
b 0 t h IT: b si 0 j 3 00 f?'i 1 0 0. S 0, 1 t t C h V! 1 t H 0, 1 0. 1 t
i.or e o i a t c i b rears a 1 i h a s u r e s or oy nation c-.
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1 n e p r i c f or b u i i l v e r is b a s i c a i y L11 e u u i y rn a g11 i t i c a t i u n o t
tne o v e i- o u r i t i o e 11 e i r i the s a r c 11 c y o 1 s e i f. w n a distinguish-
es S v1 f t f r o rr. G u 1 1 l v e r is a sense or p r o u o r t i o11; v.' n i 1 e s e e i ng
the uep i o ra D i e state of corrtu 11 on of nur..a 11 soc i e c v, o w 11 l
coes i i o t i in a g i 11 e himself t o d e s u p e r i o r1 o r g c: a i j u i i o p u o i i-
c l z i n g his superiority over his f e i i o w ii u m an belli g s. o u i i i v e r 1 s
mi stare is not in the act of 1 coring into ni rase if, out in
iooriiig at the wrong part of self. He resembles tnose who
mistake their egotistical selves tor the a i v i ne self, a w e l iin g
only oil his superiority, totally unaware of the lump of
Deformi ty in himself.
The obsession with self is also evident in American
culture and it clearly governs the shaping of tne political
and social life in America. in 1b3 5, forty-nine years before
the publication of Muck 1 ber ry F l rin, Tocqueviile describe a
American democracy as an institution that individuates human
beings:
Thus not only does democracy make every man forget
nis ancestors, but it hides his descendants ana se¬
parates his contemporaries from him; it turns him
back forever upon himself alone a n d thr e a t ens i n tn e
eng confine qog,: ent i re 1 y w i tn i n trie so 1 11uae of
his own lie art.
Miio chen iie goes un to say
Tney [tne americans j owe notn l ng to any man; they
expect nothing from any man; they acouire the habit
of a i ways ccnsiaer 1 ng themselves as standing alene,
and they are apt t o, A m a y i n e that t n e i r whole a e s t i n y
is i n 11 e i r hi a n a s.
the stress on independence, to stand by one 1 s opinions for
better or for worse, is a pre-requisite f or tne pro pe r f unc-
11 o n i n g of democracy. it is not surprising that the dissoci¬
ation of t he s e 1 f frorn its past, future ana even p re s ent
occurs. Tnis is particuiariy true of Iife on tiie fron11er.
When there are clashes of op i n ion between a f ron 11 e r sma n
ana his neighbours, it is time, to use hu c k 1 s f a mous line,
to light out again.
Many frontiersmen, i venture to surmise, are as para¬
noiac aria as arrogant as Gulliver. but it wou1c be grossiy
:; e v. r; t, it it u l o u l. r i ci n t 1 it s u i 11 n u an G s a c r i i e c 1 c u s t u
f l; G vj u S u I i T a 1 M LI C k IS S CI 1110 H W j t h p V 1 G C. 11 0 IS fl U i.'i U J 6 b
; a l: r e a it g a h a i i s w it y it e v e h er.ie it t 1 y resist M1 s s W a t s c n' s
a b r e;, a 11 v. a tcwaru propriety. ir he has any weakness, it is
lis L) i i i i c i i e s s t v.' ire r i y[ i t n e s s o t Mi s private c o 11 s c i e ri c c,
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c.. w.;•; j„ c i icc i,i.c L L ii 1 i i v t! c 11 u i• j c r. S 1 d i. c i•_ I c i v-». u i.:
u c u i i e i r s s a i l 11 a u p i a c e s p r i n o s t r o n: i h e as s u .o p s i c it o t t r t
uita vo i oa 11 s an iay jri i si.; beewten se i i ans soc i ety. ou l
society, as i a u c 11 a s s t i i, i s a e i v g i i u i i a l. e a n i i c l g c i i i c t
it ore is u o fi i a i 11 l a 111 c o t. i f: u 11 i ,c a c i o f i w i u r t ii e i e s t o• ni a r k i .no.
t~iuci a iio eu i i i v e f j tig it l i y or wro11y l y cue or e bo re i a 11 Knot
by ae lac n i 11g ererns e j v e s trom soc i e ty. The r o i oe r w i i i
continue scouting for new terr i tor i es, encounterlny more of
t n e n i n c of t ii e k i n y a n c! cl u k e ana savin y r.i o r u of t ii e 1 i k g s o 1
J1 in a no the Wilkes. Gulliver mo si likely will live yruoging-
1 v in n u in an s o c i e ty, accepting u n g r a t etui 1 y w n a t it lias i c
of re r b u t s c o w l l n g at its d e r o r m 11 i e s f r o m 11 m e t o 11 me.
i rag: a a s t e e n ci 111 y c t o n e a 11 u| a t Wet i c a s 11: a. c t i i 11-
, v. c i a_• l r., i i is c!: G i i' way o r k v.- e pi n o t n e s e i intact.
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u,. l r;r e; a• c s cr.e t n a r M;. uu t n;: t w a 1 1? r e
a s r e c n i s w l f e.
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'1 t 1 i f o r r, i s beauty. 1 s o u C n i v: as n o t c c n t e 111, s o i i e
esnca his concur; i ne.
A I;i j iti l r e ii a n a s o i; e than f»i. n s u i
ri o w can t h ere b e a i i y c o m p a r i s o n( s n e i' e p 1 i e c.
u e x t in c r n 111 u w 11 e ri o u e s t s c a.. e ant 11 e s a t w i t h
: h e r; ana t a 1 ii e a. he asked: W o is the ~i o r e n anas o n.e,
t-,, v, r»- 1 O 11
h r. r i s u is nut as 'nan a s a m e a s y u u are, t n e y r e-
p i i e c.
1 tie a ay a f t e r t Ii a t lvl r. n s u h l r.i self came. T s o u
C n i e x a in i n e o ri i m cioseiy an a o e c i a e a 11 e w as nut as
n a r i ci some as Mr. n s u. T n e n n e i o u k e o in 111 e m i r r or at i a
oec idea lie was m u c ii 1 e s s well rav o u r e a t n a i i was' h r. n s u.
Wnen ne went to be a that nignd, ne thought about t
11M y w i f e t h i 11 k s m e h a n a s o rn e because s n e is close t o
me, my concubine because she fears me ana my guests
























Put sioe by side, the myth of Narcissus ana this anecdote from
C n a n K u o T s' e 5 oil 1 K C U J W 1 L I I L, I t: 1 r S u C I K 'w I I L i Q d I w.
Narcissus wares off ail suitors, declines even Echo (wnc.
after ail, is the reflection of nis own voice a no thereto re ni
partial se.r) ana f c i Is in 1 o v e with himself tne ver y s e c: r. c
he i o o ks ai his o wn r e f 1 e c 11on. Tsou Chi, c n t he othe r rera,
d i f f l cer111 v contemple tes t he f i cure i n tne m i r ror. 7 ne f i rs t
look he takes sends him for confirmation from nis wife, then
his concubine ana nis friends, who unanimously attests to
T s o u1s handsomeness. The second look immediately awakes him
from whatever self-fascination he may nave. T he ex amin ai ion or
self leaning to the discovery of one's inferiority and
deficiency is so characteristic of the se1f- absernent in major
Chinese teachings.
Even if Chan Kuo Ts'e is not included as one of the
Confucian canons, it cannot be denied that it is widely reao.
in a(iv case, me emphasis on re 1 at ionsnip ra 1;ner than on
individuality is a n y t h 1 n g b ui a b s e n t in Co n f u c i a n t h i n k i n y.
T n e f o u r b e g i n n l n g s, as e x p o u n d e o b y Ki e n c l u s, g o v e r n t n e w a y
a p e r s on s h o u i o r e i a i e t o 1 n u s o arouno n1 fa. f h e f i r s t i ,r: r o o,
jen o L natura i hijman f ee1inys ror otht rs] 1 c u [a in i t m'j; 1t
L o c is e c ci:ii.io 11 y ooo J. arid 1 i 1 y, l respect rue social a ri o ne i i-
g i c u s rcrms J o n e y u i voc a bly dismiss a ny p os s i b i 1 ity or s e i r-
... j... GO
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r e s p e s o i v e.g. o c c u p y s u c i i a u i m j: s r z a r o p c s i 11n i n c u 11 t u c i a;
p 11 1 i 0; S g p!; y.
1 u r., u s t! c i P- I;: i s c o i i s l n o t o l h a t s e i t... i i i l i v i o u a i 11 v i$
c oinp i tic- y c a i i uo n a c co i n iiiG h.o s me n i o i w y c g bve t ot s c- c i a i
it i a LiOiiSiii ps. a i i ci 6 i a i i o n y«! i 0 o i 11 u c i u s a i i s v.' ers, Jon is
t h e o i s c i p lining os stir a no c n e re s toration f i e p r o p e r
social ton.is
I
f i c b y i i o n i e a s i r.; p 1 1 e s l i i e
loiai n e g a 11 o n o t s e 11. vJ n a o. 111 e s e it needs is p r o p e r r e g u i a-
ting, arie r which the seir can act without error. (he
Great L e a r ri 1 n g_
人 ？
contains tne passage which best illustrates
now self should relate to larger social institutions such as
family, state, and empire:
Ine ancients who wisned to illustrate the illustrious
virtue t h r o u gnout t n e empire, first order well their
own states. Wisliing to order well their states, they
first regulated their families. wisnirio to reauiate
111 eir families, they first cultivated their p e rsons.
Wishing to cultivate tne1r person s, tney f i rst rect i-
f i ec tne 1 r hearts. Wishing corectify in- i r hiea r t s,
11 i e v first s o u g i 11 t o be s i n c e r e in t n e i r t h o u g r its.
Wishing to be sincere in their thoughts, they first
e x t e r d e o t o t he u t m o s l l i i e l r ix n o w ledge. S u c i i e x i e i i-
si on of Know ledge lay in trie investigation or minus.
Things being investigated, Knowledge became complete.
1 heir kncw1eoge beino comolete, tne i r thoucnts were
sincere. 1neir t nouc n t s deinu s i nce re. nieir nea rts
Wc it rec i-1 r i ed. T nc i i nea rt s be i 11u rcc i i i 11c, c ne 11
P e r soil s w e r e c u 111 v a t e a. T h e i r p e r s c n s b e i n g c u i t i-
v c i- ej. the i i i a in l i i t; s v t it I e i: u i a i. f u. i i i e i r r a m i i i e s
U ts i i i o! d g U i c t t L', L.! tr l I dealt: sv tit: f i i i r. v'» to i n t d.
i t.C 1 i d IC It d be i(! yi r J. w; o i j u V to i ii t: j. L f« C v I i U i t c i. i L: J 'c
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One!; i i u i i c g o w e i i o o e x a m i n e c i o s e i•„; i e w a una t u i i e
1111er re 'i a t i ori snip between self a no scc i et y i s ex pounoec.
The structure of the passage follows roughly a ncur-yiass shape,
re first b e g in s w 11 n a preolen, a bo u t t lie la r g e s t unit in
human society, namely, How is one to illustrate the illus¬
trious virtues throughout the empire? The guest for an
answer lea us one tnrough various levels of numan society,
with each level smaller than the one that precedes it, u n t i
one arrives at the core of the problem, the self. When the
self is properly set correct, the movement of the passage
r e c o11s and follows a path through 1 a r g e r and larger social
units. All the problems that one encounters in the first
part of the passage are solved.
It is my opinion that the hourglass design with the
self situated in the middle suggest that it serves a crucial
function in the smcoth working of the order of the worid.
However, important as it is, it only commands our attention
insofar that the proper orientation of the self enables us to
put in order the next unit, the f am i 1 y. Then the r e g u1 a t i ng
effect ripples off until society as a whole is benefited.
Seen in this way, self is the core of the solution to all
problems; if indulged for its own sake, however, it becomes
the problem itself.
That is perhaps why the hourglass design of the passage
contains a little variation. As we go deeper and deeper in
the self, from person h t o he a r t: totho u ghts -yd, we learn
that the extension of knowledge i n s p i re s us with sincere
thoughts. The next step, instead cf leading us further into
self, takes an unexpected turn to the external world— in the
investigation of things. What at first appears to be an
hourglass now involves subtly an added dimension. The im¬
portance of self is further subdued, for the realization of
tranquility ana peace throughout the empire does not come
from the unaided self. Without the external vor la from
which know 1 eage grows, the self is totally helpless.
One should not expect Confucianism, as a major philoso¬
phy that has fascinatea human consciousness ana guided human
actions for such a long time, to remain forever in its nascent
form. So frequent has been the lnterpenetration of this
orthodox thinking ana other minor ideologies such as Taoism,
Buddhism ana the School of five Elements that it is almost
1 rn possible to trace a i i t h e v a r i o us c u r r e n t s c~ t n i n k i n q t h roue n
the aes. We v. i 1 i, 11owe ver, tare a big sees t c a i s cu s s brier i y
tne i 3 vG development, or rieo- Cor11 uc i a r11 sn 11 r the reason tnat
its proximity i r time c c the p e r i o a w i e u she t w o C h i n e s e no v t i s
uncer aiscussio n w ere wr i tie n m axes it p e r t i r e n t to tor stucv.
Mint neo-Ccnf uc i an i srn ce serves a brief look ner- aico beai-
it is regarded as an aberration for its unmadenea eqccentrisn
by any per i oa or Chinese history except 11e t werit i et n cent u r y
It is m y i n t e n t ion to s n o w t n at despite its e e; cenumc t e n-
dency, Ming Confucianism is still at one with the basic
tenets of the teachings of Confucius and Mercies.
Co i nc l denta 1 1 y, the sporesman of M l ng n e o- Conf uc l a n i srn.
Wang Yang-ming vft, also compares the mind to a mirror.
It is a rn i r r o r that reflects- the myriad events of the u n i v e r s e.
Therefore, it wouia seem enough just to look at one's m i n a
(in fact, many radical followers of Wang Yang-ming do nothing
Dut just that, aria hence the censorious judgement of contem¬
poraries and later ages), a stance remi n i sc i erit of the self-
love of Narcissus arid self-examination of the Christians,
however, we quickly a 1 seem a difrerence in Wang's Confuci¬
anism. The mina, i i k e the mirror, nas to be poll shea it it
is to give 3 brig tit ret 1 ection.
T n e mine can be c ompa re c to a mir r o r. J he mind c f
the Sages is 11k e a b r i g h1 mir r o r. T ne min o of
o r oin a r y people is lire a a u11 m l r r o r. The argument
of investigation of things of recent times is like
capturing the i ra ages of o b j e c t s t y m ea n s o f a re rr o r,
ana [followers of this scnoci of tn inking] aevete
a i 1 the i r e t t o i t s to the at t of ret, e c 11;, g. n o w car.
t n e r c D e vj u o c i e f i e c t i o 11 s it toe m i r r o r is still
o u i i?.. .Spend s o m e t i r; e in p: i i s h i n c t h e m i r r c r.
Aft 3-f v• q[• r. I i v f: g C- T i a r t- f r•{--_ r I• n'•] q c T' I
no l t o be it nc red.
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Tne way of p o 1 is h mo t h e n 1 n o is to c omrri 11 o n e s e 1 f t o i e to.
w n i c n a g a i n br i nqs one t a ck t o t he r e1 a tions hip witn s ocieiv.
Only wnen tne nine is sc cona11ianea be mat principle tnat
it w l i i riot s w e r v e r r urn 111 e w ay of t h e sages. 0 n i y t n en can
one t o i i o w tne oictaces o t o ri e 1 s mina.
i o a c o ri s i a e r a D 1 e extent, w a n g Y a n y- m i n g 1 s p ri i 1 o s c p r.
opens up many possibilities for tne fulfillment of i rtd i v i cua 1
potential aeniea by the dogged observation of Confucian texts
before him. Yet, in no place does Wang Yang-mi rig advocate
goals that are in conflict with the social orientation of
Confucian tnouy ht. As William d e B a r y puts it:
He [Wang Yang-ming] sought to free the individual
from within, not to set him against anything with¬
out. There was no question of breaking away from
social obligations or restrictions, nor any cons-
ciousness of the kind of conflict between trie indi¬
vidual ana society often found in moderri individual¬
ism. r.. Wang Yang-ming accepted without question
the contextual character of Confucian ethics whereby
these virtues [the four beginnings, rererreo to
earlier in this chapter] were 1 a g k e c concretely to
existential human relationship.
it is this constant reference to numan relationships mat
c i f r e r e n 11 a t e s wa n g Y a n g- min g1s thinking fron un r egu i a t e c
s e 11 -1 n a u 1 a on c e.
T a o i s t elements, especially c u 111 s t Taoism tr.es, a r e
u r i m i s t a k a b 1 y present in the t w o n i n e s e 11 o v els w e are s l u o y-
inc. A o r- so t n a n CoriTuciauis. 1 a o i s r i n a s i n c o r p o r a t e a r; a n y
elements originally alien to the teacnings of tac 1zu. By
nan 11 me s, f o r e: x a m p 1 e, it had me r gee w i t n t he Yin- y a n c
S c n oo i t o p r o d u c e a m o v e m e n t k p. o w n as the fa n g- s n i Ti tg nrr
T ne c r i o i n a 1 wu-we i -re iq( non- a c 11 on) n ow c n a r:cec tc a set
of methods by which an i no i vioual cou 1 d attain 1 ongev i ty, if
not immo rt a 111 v. We 1 c h id entitles f ou r fo r ces tn a t i ntcrm
the later Taoist movement: i) philosophical laoism; 11) tne
hygiene school; 111) tne pnilosophy of tne Five ti emen is,
and tne concoction of elixir or the search for it; ana iv) the
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quest for the isle of the Blest, all of which a re alluded
to in one way or another in h s l Y u Chi ana C ri i n g H u a Yuan.
It is undeniable that the T a o i s t move rn e n t is more self-
centered than Confucianism in that trie Taoist seeks salvation
on1y for himself. The concoction of elixirs, the cultivation
of t he body for immortality, the arriva 1 at the blessed land
and t he imp1ementat i on of a philosophy of wit h a r awa 1 and re-
11 v ere n t b e n e f i t n o o n e b e side t h e p r a c 111 i c n e r h i m s e 1 f.
. i r-1 —1' ,1 1 1—'' i I H i I' i i I i ri I' i'| i—!( i' i ri i- f— i i'£— v i•;.:' 1
' W x'' W A x. X_' I' x__ I V• I I xJ I CC« X_- X V_. Xx- I I I j' A.• i A- L_' U- X.J w I.
t n e m. i e t r a t. there are gods res i d i r g i n o u r o o dies, arc
I r i q v.!! r}; d i''- c 1 j I l i u t d fa U T, i 1: d i- tc u v f 0 J• c l I v 1 u 1•
i r, e a c a o t s t a r k i s t o p i e a s e t h e g.. d s i r s u c r a w a y t n a t
L. tr? h:- S j i i;; i p o l v_. t:. I i i c i lb«%. o o. i J c t tile i o u-
— pi ,f- i• 1. y• r i- i r c r -f m, y-- j oi oi• T~ Z 7 |'i C ml Q -fc f.
x~ y ~Y~ v~.~ r r~~~ 1 i i r' i j| m i i r.,.
sir i .es' j r a n i rn p. e c c a b: e r e c o r a o f t: o r a i t e n a i o u r. This
gives rise t c t ne cons!derab1e amount of so c l a i a nd o u b 1 i c
w o r k s core by T a o i s t s, such as t b e r e p a: r o f r o a a s a r, c
br i cges, the building of orphanages and nurs i ng homes, and
the car e of the sic k and d e s 111ut e.
T ne l ntenur God School of the first four cen t u r i e s
A.u. pushes this belief ioyically a no arrives at a very
rigid distribution of rewards and punishments. It is beiieveo
that 120 sins that an individual commits will bring illness
to him, 500 sins will result in stillborn babies and 10,000
sins will lead to the public execution of the w ii o i e family.
Conversely, for those who lead a moral life, 300 good deeds
will elevate a mortal to a 11- h s i en( i rrimort a 1 on earth),
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ana 130 0 0 yood aeeds, a t1 i e n- h s i e n Tp 1 h (immortal, in heaven).
This neat computation of the effect of sins and good deeds by
which a person can administer his own tate gives hope to a
let of people, and enjoys such popularity among Ta o i s t s a ng
laymen alike that it came to proliferate in morality books
7一丨 and ieaoers of merits and demerit
，：、，二
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We have reasons to believe that such beliefs persisted in
the Cn' i ng, for the figures of sins ana good aeeds quoted
above are repeated with slight variations in C n i nc Hua Yuan,
in his dream at the Dream Spirit Tempie, an tie man appears
in front of-T'ang Ao, correcting T'ang Ac's narrow conception
cf what it tares to become an immorta 1.
All the many stringent regu i rements to be qualified
as en immortal present no obstacles to W u- k 1 u r i g, wno n a s
fulfilled ail except one even before the pilgrimage begins,
he spends years and years in tne Mountain of Flowers ana
Fruit, eating trie rarest ana cnoicest produce of nature.
And if that is not enough, the many kinds of elixir tnat ne
steals from tne Peach Festival of tne Mother Queen ana the
stuaio of Lao Tzu, ana tne ginseng fruit at tne Tempie of
Five Villages
X一V
should provide him with more celestial
nourishment tnan is necessary. As for supernatural power, he
can summon forces of nature at will ana nis brief battle
against the heavenly troops. The quest of trie blessed Land
aoes not pose a problem either. During and before the
pilgrimage, he makes countless trips to tne divine realm,
and, as he claims, he can f ree1y go i n and out of a ny p1 ace
in any realm. Access to Thunderc1 ap and the Heaveniy Court
is well within him. but, more than once, we are remi need that
V u- k 1 u n g is but an a p o s t a t e p r i mora i a 1 i rn m c r t a 1 L t'•'-
wnich means that to rise in rank, vlu-r'ung will nave to
c u i 11 a te ine t rue uharna— by pra c11 ciny good c e e cs.
T n e i n p c r t a n c e of a c o a a e e a s is b r c u c: n t o u t i n tne
eai'i v pa rt o t t he book t n r ou o h t he mou11i c f T 1 ar;c 1' a i -1 s. ijr
A- fp., w ho, in i s s u i n c a n a m nest v a f t e r his t c u r i n t h e
P p y u] i» r 1 i' pi p c
I y o u 're b e n t o n g o o C w c r k s an a n ere v.
w e e c yo u r e a a tne sutras w 11h d i 1 i g e n c e?
if v. i' i n 7 p n ri t' h h rn C1 h p r c
E ven the lea r n i ng c f 5u n dha i s va i n 1
( I r f a i
I'.- 7C p- y. u' -p. 7.-•
' P.'; i-.- 1 I y fj O' J t.
J r p p I
• i-j• 'Z. o c u 'P~~ v
in a sense, these words undermine the whole purpose or tne
pilgrimage because one can practice Kinaness at home- nut
instead of seeing goo a deeds and the study of scriptures
as mutually displace able, perhaps what this short verse
proposes is that intellectual appreciation of the Buddhist
scriptures snould be complemented by active kindness ana
1 oviny ne s s. This involves, first of all, the elimination
of the tendency to destroy life. Wu- k1un g is n ot o r i o us
for his bloodthirstiness, w n i c h is recognized by all those
a round him. but as the p i 1g rimage a pproaches the end, W u-
k 1 u n q is see n t o have a c q u i r e a c o m p a s s i o n. W in e n h e crus n e s




i 4. he e xpresses ce e p- f e 11 r egre t for nis r a shne ss:
wnen he saw theit 1 i ke that[ i y 1 ny dead l i ke meat
patties j.... ne wa s movea sonewrat to pity. A i a s,
h e sale t o h i m s elf, 11 T h e y w e r e k i n c: e r: o u g r i after
a 1 i t o n a e s p i i lea e v e r y t n i n y a L o u t t h e: r r a r i: y
t o ri e. H o w c o u i c i finis h t n e m o f r i u s t 1 i.. e t r. a a?
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In l i s S i u u i c v» e l a k e w u- r 1 u 11 o 1 s w o J s c i c 1 -1 u c i 1 e' s c e a i s
since t r e a utno r steps in 1mm e aiately tc a ssure us of Wu-k1u ny's
cenuine remorse:
Uear Great Sage: because of tne isipeuiment in nis
rr:aster's way, rie n ac no c no i. ce b u t tc ao sur.iui h i ny





( p. 8 5 1)
F r o r n t his p oint on, Wu-k1un g ao es not destroy lire unless
it is absolutely necessary. Chapter u 7 b r i n g s trie pilgrim
another encount.er w i t h a band of robbers, but u n like t he
first encounter in C h a p t e r 14, W u- k' u n g is able to suppress
his aes1re to Kill.
Now that his ciestructiveness is brought unaer control,
Wu -k 1 ung still na s to snow that he can be socially beneficial. 0
I h e i a s k of delivering the scriptures is certainly a g c o o o e e o,
but t n e pilgrims have actually o on e mo r e g oo a than t h e are
sometimes aware. In clearing their way to Western heaven,
Wu -k' ung ana the other pilgrims e 1 i m 1 na te tne many aemoris
a nq fiends whlc h often oppress t he pec p;e 1 i v i n c i n t he i r
areas cf influence. Benevolent acts of t nis na t ur e are
numerc u s in t he c ourse of tre pi i g r i r. e o=, dut nan e car ccmtare
W' i l 11 l 11 e 11 e wren W u- k 1 u n u saves t i e i i v e s c1 c ri t t ii c u s a n c
c ft M L i:• c Cm c kt 1 t c i 1 u U v C C L t 11 r L- i.. t C N x. i C w i»i!..••
W u- k 1 u n g! s k i n o n ess c o m e s t c b enef i t m o re in P n c e n i x -1 mm c r t a 1
r' t i tc l j it t c., where no rain na s f a i i en tor years be¬
cause the Prefect once pushed over the sacrificial tablet in
anger. Wu -k 1 ung takes upon n i rnse 1 f the t a s k of exp 1 a i n i ng
thie cau se of the a r a u ght, ana persuades tne Prefect to s how
repentence for nls sacrilegious behaviour. The result is
conversion to one true belief by tne whole country, which is
immeaiate1y followed by a torrentia 1 oownpower that saves
the lives of the entire population. T r i p i t aka anc Sha PionK
speaks jubilantly about Wu-k1ung's two good oeeas:
... ne [TripitaKaj spore most amiably to Pilgrim:
Worthy disciple, your virtuous f r u i. t this time
far surpasses even that of the occasion when you rescu-
the children of the bh 1 k s u Kingdom. 1his is entirely
your merit. At the bhiksu Kingdom, said Sha Monk,
only one thousand, one hundred ana eleven young
boys were saved. How can that compare with the
torrential rain, which provided moisture everywhere a no
revived hunGreds ana thousands of lives? This dis¬
ciple, too, has been secretly admiring Elder brother
for his great magic strength which can move Heaven
ana for his c o m p a s s i o n w h i c ri covers the t a r t n.
(l V, p. 2 10)
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at the urear Spirit 1 emp i e wnen he explains why r e eager! y
C f j L c f r~~ 1-
My original intention is to push my s e l: ahead so
that I can restore T 1 ang rule, rescue people from
the pllant of war and be of service tc tne ccurt.














( p. 3 9- 4 0)
How g i s i 1 i us i of100 v1 on ever getting she oppc rtun i iy to se r vo
one people through governmental means. T'ang ao Goes not
give up his pians to save the world. Rather, he ga I ns en¬
couragement from trie uiu man in his a ream who stipulates
loyally, filial piety, righteousness ana otner personal as
we 1 1 as social virtues as the foundation on which the way to
immortality lies. While planning a life as a recluse, it is
significant that T 1 ang Ao gives himself altogether to the
wlefare of other people. The effort to bring the flowers
together also brings families together, and relieves many
people from the hardship of life. He wins the worship of
the population or the Country of Wornen it il by stopp 1 ng
the flood, an accompisnment comparable to Wu-k'ung's sending
the rain to end the draught:
Meanwhile T'ang Ao instructed [the workers] and
supervised the work. The people noticed that 1 1 anc
Ao get up early in trie morning arid came back late
at night because or the work and tIney were very
g r a t e f u1. A f ew elders got together ana c o11e c t ec
a fu-na to erect a stutue to T'ang Ao's likeness
and builo a s n r i n e to his ho n o nr. A pi x. c a r u was; u i
u r. n w 11 i c h w e r e w r 111 e n i:. g o i c: kin ci ri ess f 1 o w s
P 1 f• f 1: P v; M P W A t d1 f



















i r o n e
To have themselves worshipped as gods, both Wu-k 1 urig ana
1 1 a n g A o have show n t h e y have benefit e a n u t o n i y t n e in s e 1 v e:
but thousands of living souls. Gratitutde fro n t ne ma s s es
like this is a testament to the social dimension of a lao-
lst p r a c t i t i o n er 1 s life, w h o is often ra i s t a k e n for being
aloof a ri a apathetic to the world around hi m.
It is easy to forget that T'ang Hsiao-shan is a parage
of Confucian virtue because she does not have as many good
deeds to boast of as her father. However, she is portrayed
as someone who is completely committed to the practice of at
least tow social virtues—loyalty and filial piety 勢土
C. T. Nsia write'S somewhat disparagingly of the novel that
In attempting a fairer description of the world of
Ch l ng-hua y u a n, we may say first of all that its
main plot Ts 7irmly built upon a celebration of
three maior ideals; 1oya 11y to the sovereian
( c h u n a 1 filial piety( hs i a o
7
and the quest
for Taoist fairyhood of immortality (hsien
Daniel Lin, on the other hand, thinks that these ideals
are the very components that make the st ory of China Hua Yua n
such a romantic one:
I n the wor 1 a of Ching Hua Yuan,.. .the des11na11 on
[c-f the t r a v e 1 I e FT] T s t FTTa 1 piety i f n c t I c y a 11 y;
or loyalty if not filial p i e ty; or it changes from
1 oy a 11y to t he pursuit of immortality; cr from
filial piety to the pursuit of Immorta 1 ity; or it
is the combination of 1 oya 11y and filial piety.
[These three destinations] affect one another and
set one another in vibration and interweave into
a r omantic story.
(translation mine)
V ‘7’ I 1 0 II”
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Faced with the options of filial piety, loyalty ana immortality,
T'ang Hsiao -s han always puts her personal interests
last. Daniel Lin in the passage quoted above points out
correctly that filial piety and loyalty often change into
tne pursuit, ana may 1 aao, tne realization of immortality.
Personal salvation is achieved pa r a d o x 1 c a 1 1 y w n e n one e r1 s
one's ertori in the practice of social virtues wnich are
essential 1 y outwaro-proj ect i rig rather tnari i nwa ra- ref 1 ec11 rr...
1 nave noted in the second chapter that n s i e n a no v i fi
as two loeais in lire come respectively from Confucianism
a n c 1 a c i s m, and that the travellers in b o t n njg Y u C n j an c
t; i n o i i n a Y o a n return at tne en a, embracing b-:- tn iceais. i
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to o lri w i people, to oc _y i n, ofie na s to nec ate one' s aeon s 11 c
t e ri a e 11 c i e s. T n e t n r e e ma j o r t r a v e i i e r s o n i y succee o i; i o t-
t a l n i np per scnai salvation Dec au se 111ey a re rico s e i t- se r v: n-.
1 naeea, tney are the preservers ct social stab i 1 ity bef or• e
they a e s e r v e w h a t t h e y a r e r e w a r dec! at the e n a. 1 o r e t u r n
to a phase or xtJJ f o i lowing tnat of ri s i en, the t ra ve 1 1 er
subjugates tne self to the a e in a ri a s of both Conruc i ani srn a n ci
Taoism. he sacrifices selflessly to the pursuit of the social
good but declines the glory rightly rus by withdrawal at tne
ia s t minute. Wnen tne journey to cure tne Ira v e1ie r s ot
self-importance is done, nothing is more appropriate than to
r e t u r n.
In concluding this study, I would like to warn against
a possible misreading of this paper. I have loosely used
the terms Chinese and Western in association to the two
groups of novels that we are studying in order to put them in
contradistinction, in the process of which, 1 might have
created the wrong impression that ail travellers in Chinese
literature are like Wu-k 1 ung and Centiflora, and those in
Western literature, Gulliver and Huck. A statement to this
effect is about the furthest thing 1 want to prove. To say
nothing of Western literature which is informed by the most
varied cultural elements, even Chinese literature, backed
by the relatively homogeneous Chinese culture, defies such
generalization until a more thorough documentation is presented.
Rather, when 1 introduce materials from philosophy and
culture studies in general, I use them as tools to explain
the novels, which remain the foremost concern of my study.
The procedure of my analysis follows these three steps:
firstly, 1 notice t hie difference in the return of the travels,
which leads me into con side risng the difference in the literary
and philosphical background. From then on, I look for
elements in the two cultures which can explain what 1 observe
hi the literary works. As to how the two cultures can be
compared in tatality, 1 do not presume to comment in such a
short essay.
In a way related to the point above is the one-sioe view
that inevitably resulted in a study that sets out to prove
or explain a- literary phenomenon. Here in particular,
I am concerned with what appears to be a deliberate m i s-
r e p r e s e n t a tio n of Western culture. One is forced to be s e-
lec tive w:tn mate ria 1s, picking only those which serve to
prc.e one 1 s standpoint, ana bypassing, but at the same 11me
a: k;: w i ecg i ng,: n e c oex i s ten.c e of c t he r materials. 1 r. e
v.:: e procedure is analogous to ordering one's a inner at a
oi- e s t a u r a r 11. One earnc t eat e ve rytrine tnat is available
a ni s t ne ret c re f o r ceo to mare a c no i ce. 1 he f cog lri a t
is r i n a i i v b r o u c n t t o tne table, one must not f o r q e t, is
on1y one item 1 isted in the menu which conta i ns many aishes
tnat are just as delicious. In lire manner, 1 have hign-
i i q h tea t h e t h e rn e o f self- 1 c v e i n W e s t e r n culture, full y
conscious of otner coexisting currents or tnin Kin a in tne
W est. Several r e m a r k a b 1 e t n i n k e r s, such as J o s e One g a y basset,
tnen F r o mm, Joseph C a m p b e i i, W y 1 i e S y p h e r ana Jacob 6 r o n o w-
ski, among others, whose works benefit greatly my research
and exert considerable influences in the crystallization
of the ideas articulated in this thesis, nave brought to
my attention the other trend of thinking, wnlcn aims to off¬
set tne Gangers of the obseesion witn self. In synthesizing
the theme of self in the West, tnese scholars, each in then
own ways, are proposing remedies. it would be most unfair,
after focusing on the self-ish side of Western culture,
not to conclude the discussion with at least the mention of
their names. the exact nature of their contributions, the
roots of Their thinking in Western culture, and other re¬
lated questions, however, can only be aceauately dealt witr,
in another ful 1- lerigtn study.
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